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Editorial Policy

Publications indexed in the Business Education Index will be limited to specific business education publications and those related to business education. Priority will be given to journals that are essential to research and teaching in the broad business education spectrum with emphasis on information systems (including business communications), business teacher education, and vocational education (primarily marketing education).

The publications in the Index must provide sufficient information to be of significant use to researchers. Also, the ability to locate journals and magazines from library sources is essential to the research process. Therefore, state and regional business education publications will be indexed if they meet the following requirements:

1. Publications that are a minimum of 10 pages in length.

2. Publications containing at least three substantive articles, preferably research-based.

3. Publications that are distributed to NABTE institution libraries or to NABTE institution departments in which business education is located.

4. Publications that are provided without charge to the editor.

Any organization or editor who wishes to have a publication included in the Index should contact the 1996 Index editor.

Dr. Cheryl L. Noll, Editor
1996 Business Education Index
Dept. of Business Education and Administrative Information Systems
Eastern Illinois University
Charleston, IL 61920
217-581-2627
Suggestions For Using The Index

All entries have the title, author(s), journal, (volume and number if applicable), inclusive pages, month, and year. An explanation of the abbreviations for the names of the indexed publications is shown in the "Publications Indexed" section in the back of this Index. Other commonly used abbreviations are:

Key to Abbreviations

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Abbreviation</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Aug</td>
<td>August</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ap</td>
<td>April</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bul</td>
<td>bulletin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>co</td>
<td>company</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dec</td>
<td>December</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dept</td>
<td>department</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ed</td>
<td>edition</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Feb</td>
<td>February</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ja</td>
<td>January</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ji</td>
<td>July</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mr</td>
<td>March</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>My</td>
<td>May</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nov</td>
<td>November</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>no</td>
<td>number</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oct</td>
<td>October</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>rev</td>
<td>revised, revision</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>vol</td>
<td>volume</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Subject Entries

Subjects are arranged in alphabetical order by main category and then subcategories. Main categories will contain miscellaneous entries related to that topic; subcategories will contain more specific entries. Each article is indexed under at least one and no more than four subjects.

The following list shows the subjects and the page number on which the entries begin. Major category headings are in bold.
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An author listing is alphabetical order follows the subject section.

For multiple author entries, each author is listed first one time. For three or more authors, the term "et al." follows the author name.
ADMINISTRATION AND SUPERVISION


Problem-based learning: Relating the "real world" to principalship preparation. C. Kenneth Tanner, John L. Keedy and Susan Allan Galis. Clearinghs, Vol. 68, No. 3: 154-157 Ja/Feb 95

The superintendent, the school board, and free speech: A question of loyalty. Todd DeMitchell and Joan Stipetic. Clearinghs, Vol. 68, No. 6: 367-371 11/Aug 95


Managing at the speed of light: Principals lead TQM teams. James E. Abbott. TJE, Vol. 23, No. 4: 74-77 Nov 95

Communication skills for accountants. Richard D. Featheringham, Susan Switzer and Larry Thomas. NJ BE Obs, Vol. 67: 31-43 95

Ethical dilemmas in financial reporting situations and the preferred mode of resolution of ethical conflicts as taken by certified and noncertified management accountants in organizations with perceived different ethical work climates. John N. McKenna. DPEJ, Vol. 37, No. 4: 175-203 Fall 95

Help wanted—accountant: What the classifieds say about employers’ expectations. Linda M. Johnson and Van E. Johnson. JEB, Vol. 70, No. 3: 130-134 Ja/Feb 95

Information systems content in the CMA examination. Lloyd D. Doney and Michael D. Akers. JEB, Vol. 70, No. 6: 327-331 11/Aug 95

Left-brain versus right-brain: The importance of honesty and other heart traits as value factors for accounting and other business students. Hudson P. Rogers, C. M. Kockuniny and James H. Underwood. ABA Proc, 180-191 96

Levels of information technologies integration as factors affecting perceptions of job characteristics and professionalism of management accountants. Luis Gonzalez. New York University, Doctoral dissertation 94

New approaches to recruiting and retention in accounting programs. Alan Reinstein and Susan Garr. JEB, Vol. 70, No. 6: 332-336 11/Aug 95


The comparative difficulty of professional certification questions in an undergraduate accounting course. Paul Goldwater and Timothy J. Fogarty. JEB, Vol. 70, No. 4: 207-214 Mr/Ap 95

The effect of incorporating business mathematics concepts and skills on achievement in an Accounting I class at the high school level. Marsha McCullough. Lehman College, Master's thesis 94


The ranking of international taxation topics by CPA international partners and managers. Dennis Lassila and L. Murphy Smith. J Teach Int Bus, Vol. 6, No. 3: 33-49 95

The use of computer-assisted instruction to teach accounting to college students. Rodolfo Simons. Lehman College, Master's thesis 94


Use of AECC directives and cooperative learning theory in introductory accounting classes. Doris L. Holt and Janice Goodnow Swanson. JEB, Vol. 70, No. 6: 348-350 Jl/Aug 95


BASIC BUSINESS, Economics


An interactive microcomputer program for teaching the impacts of alternative policy sets in the market for a single commodity. Elton Li and Arthur Stoecker. J Econ Ed, Vol. 26, No. 4: 324-335 Fall 95


Book review: The work of nations: Preparing ourselves for the 21st century capitalism by Robert B. Reich. Frederick T. Evers. HAD Qtly, Vol. 6, No. 2: 231-234 Summer 95


Changes in attitudes among college economics students about the fairness of the market. Robert Whaples. J Econ Ed, Vol. 26, No. 4: 308-313 Fall 95

Cooperation project on “competence development in the transition of the Russian higher education to the new mode of training economics.” Natalia Koznetsova and Geir Braten. SIEC Rev, No. 125: 4-6 Ap 95


Notetaking, working memory, and learning in principles of economics. Elchanan Cohn, Sharon Cohn and James Bradley, Jr. J Econ Ed, Vol. 26, No. 1: 291-307 Fall 95

Peer grading of essays in a principles of microeconomics course. Peter M. Kerr, Kang II. Park and Bruce R. Domazlicky. JEB, Vol. 70, No. 6: 357-361 Jul/Aug 95


Teaching western economics to eastern economists: A look at topics, teaching methods and attitudes. Margaret Oppenheimer. J Teach Int Bus, Vol. 6, No. 4: 47-64 95


BASIC BUSINESS, Entrepreneurship/Small Business

An integrated approach to teaching entrepreneurship. Roger L. Luft. DPE Instr Strat, Vol. 11, No. 4: 1-6 Dec 95


Changes in working capital of small firms in relation to changes in economic activity. Morris Lamberson. Mid-Amer J Bus, Vol. 10, No. 2: 45-50 Fall 95


Growth stages for a small business MIS. Thomas L. Lucy-Bouler. J CIS, Vol. 36, No. 1: 77-81 Fall 95


Managing human resources: Vanessa Dean Arnold and Terry D. Roach. Bus Ed Forum, Vol. 49, No. 3: 3-4 Feb 95


Student attitude toward entrepreneurship as affected by participation in an SBH program. Timothy S. Hatten and Sheila K. Rhuland. JHB, Vol. 70, No. 4: 224-227 Mr. Ap 95

Student-faculty research agencies. Marketing education integration using an entrepreneurship education experience. James W. Peltier, John A. Sehmbrowsky, and Arno Kleinenhagen JML, 59-70 Summer 95


The relationship between formal education and successful entrepreneurship. Ellen C. Berson. Lehman College, Master's thesis 94

This old home office. George I. Beiswinger. Off Sys. Vol. 12, No. 5: 10-12, 14-16 My 95


BASIC BUSINESS, Finance/Investments

A creative approach to introducing family financial management to adolescents. Pam 'Est. Kan Bus Teach, Vol. 47, No. 2: 6-7, 20 Spring 95


Changes in working capital of small firms in relation to changes in economic activity. Morris Lamberson. Mid-Amer J Bus, Vol. 10, No. 2: 45-50 Fall 95


Comparison of financial well-being of older women: 1977 and 1989. Gong-Song Hong and Patricia M. Swanson. Fun & P. Vol. 6, 129-138 95


Finance education and the ethics debate. IrkDufrene and Alan Wong. JEB, Vol. 70, No. 3: 179-181 95


Getting the big picture: Writing to learn in a finance class. Susan Hall and Theresa Tiggeman. Bus Com Qty, Vol. 58, No. 1: 12-15 Mr 95


Households with rent burdens: Impact on other spending and factors related to the probability of having a rent burden. Dong-Hoon Oh. Fin C & P, Vol. 6: 139-146 95


The impact of salary growth, inflation, employee age, and career length on the relative desirability of pension fund type. Walt Woerheide. Fin C & P, Vol. 6: 53-58 95

The importance of selected finance topics needed in preparation for an entry-level position in financial management as perceived by finance practitioners and educators. Gail Hoover. Northern Illinois University, Doctoral dissertation 94

The operations, appeals and costs of the alternative financial sector: Implications for financial counselors. Roger Swagler, John Burton and Joan Koonce Lewis. Fin C & P, Vol. 6: 93-98 95


BASIC BUSINESS, Marketing


Alumni satisfaction and behavioral intentions: University versus departmental measures. Kevin P. Gwinner and Richard F. Beltramini. JME, 34-40 Spring 75


...
An experiential exercise for enlightening sales students about the screening and selection process for sales jobs. James G. Lollar and Thomas W. Leigh. JME, 35-50 Fall 95

Assessing the influence of attitudes, skills and experience on international marketing investment decision-making: A behavioral/systems approach. Brendan J. Gray. JME, Vol. 8, No. 3/4: 103-123 Fall 95

Bloom's Cognitive Domain Theory: A basis for developing higher levels of critical thinking skills in re-construction of a professional selling course. Maurice G. Clabaugh, Jr., Jessie L. Forbes and Jason P. Clabaugh. JME, 25-34 Fall 95


Details and student perceptions of an experiential program for personal selling and purchasing classes. Bradley S. O'Hara and Terri Root Shaffer. JEB, 41-49 Spring 95


Developing an integrated product and price management course. John A. Schibrowsky. JME, 33-44 Summer 95

Developing marketing professionals: What can business schools learn? Anthony C. Cunningham. JME, 3-9 Summer 95


Ethical inclinations of tomorrow's advertising practitioners. Cornelius B. Pratt, E. Lincoln James and Karen J. Kailimai. JME, 50-65 Spring 95


Improving writing skills in sales management courses: The use of memo-writing exercises. Kevin M. McNeilly and Frances J. Ranney. JME, 17-24 Fall 95

Incorporating writing across the curriculum into an introductory marketing course. Randall S. Hansen and Katharine Hansen. JME, 3-12 Spring 95


Integrating business communication skills into a buyer-behavior course project. Alan P. Wunsch and Chuck Tomkovick. Bus Com Qtrly, Vol. 58, No. 1: 16-19 Mr 95

Integrating skills and content knowledge in the marketing curriculum. Charles W. Lamb, Jr., Shannon H. Shipp and William C. Moncrief, III. JME, 10-19 Summer 95


Journal writing in the personal selling curriculum. Casey L. Donoho, Michael J. Swenson and Garry R. Taylor. JME, 5-16 Fall 95

Learning hierarchies and the marketing curriculum: A proposal for a second course in marketing. James M. Stearns and Charles T. Crespy. JME, 20-32 Summer 95


Marketing journal coauthorship: Is it a hit or a miss with coauthors? Dean NI. Schroeder, Freddick W. Langrehr and Steven M. Floyd. JME, 45-58 Summer 95


Professional selling and relationship marketing: Moving from transactional role-playing to partnering. John F. Tanner, Jr. and Stephen B. Castleberry. JME, 51-62 Fall 95

Student-faculty research agencies: Marketing education interaction using an entrepreneurship education experience. James W. Peltier, John A. Schibrowsky and Arno Kleimenhagen. JME, 71-80 Summer 95


Telemarketing for the business school as a sales course project. Laura M. Milner. JME, 73-80 Fall 95

The dark side of experiential learning activities. John A. Schibrowsky and James W. Peltier. JME, 13-24 Spring 95


The role of Hispanic acculturation on media exposure, coupon use, and brand loyalty. Susan M. Petroshius, Stephen J. Newell and Steven J. Ross. Mid-Amer J Bus, Vol. 10, No. 2: 35-44 Fall 95


Using negotiations to teach relational selling and group dynamics. Gerrard Macintosh. JME, 63-72 Fall 95


Variation in the characteristics of opinion leaders across cultural borders. Roger Marshall and Indriyo Gitosudarmo. J Int Cons Mkt, Vol. 8, No. 1: 5-22 95

What is in a brand quality perception of manufacturer versus private brands. Suk-ching Ito and Chi-fai Chan. J Int Cons Mkt, Vol. 7, No. 4: 39-57 95

BUSINESS EDUCATION

A challenge Janet M. Gandy. ABIAJ, Vol. 14, No. 1: 7-10 Spring 95
A historical review of significant events affecting business education. Thomas II. Inman and Arnola C. Ownby. ABEA J, Vol. 14, No. 1: 3-6 Spring 95

An integrated causal comparative and descriptive study of the practical business knowledge of students taught by business teachers with business experience and those taught by business teachers without business experience. Tammi A. Mays. Southwest Missouri State University, Master’s thesis 94

Business education: Do we believe in the future? Walter A. Brower. NJ BE Obs, Vol. 67: 1-5 95

Business office technology and business education. Marion E. Wood. NJ BE Obs, Vol. 67: 21-43 95


Computer attitudes and computer literacy among prospective business educators at participating NABTE-member institutions in four states. Christine Patterson Kuschel. The University of Montana, Doctoral dissertation 94

Could FBLA-PBL be for you? Connie Lindell. Kan Bus Tchr, 6-7 Fall 95


Five basic motivational tools for the high school classroom. J. Howard Jackson and Iris W. Johnson. Bus Ed Forum, Vol. 50, No. 1: 31-33 Oct 95


Kent Career/Technical Center’s partnership with business pays dividends to students. Sandra Palmer and Gretchen Wezowicz. MBEA Today, Vol. 61, No: 5: 4-6 Dec 95


Portfolio use in business. Monica Woods. Northwest Missouri State University, Master’s thesis 94


Teaching the SCANS competencies in business education. Donna R. Everett. DPE Instr Strat, Vol. 11, No. 3: 1-6 Sep 95


The importance of workplace basics competencies (SCANS) as perceived by business teachers. Lonnie Echterman and Ling-Yu Melody Wen Yang. NAHTJ Rev, No. 22: 38-41 95


The status of environmental management in business education. Vernon P. Dorweiler and Mehenna Yakhoun. JEB, Vol. 70, No. 3: 160-165 Ja/Feb 95
**Business Education Index**


**Use of VoCATS as an instructional management tool.** Charlene W. Sox and Sterling H. Hart. *Bus Ed Dig*, Vol. 5: 19-23 95


**Adult Education**


Assessment of program outcomes of the New York City Board of Education Adult Occupational Training Program. Harold Sabedra. Sr. Lehman College. Master's thesis 94


**Career Education**


The management interview and academic portfolio. An effective combination for improving communication skills and establishing career direction. Brent A. Stewart and Shelia Foster-Stinnett. *ABEA Proc.*, 139-141 96

**Consumer Education**


Consumer unit types and expenditures on food away from home. Louis G. Pol and Suk-geo Pak. *J Cons Aff*, Vol. 29, No. 2: 403-428 Winter 95


Country-of-origin effects: A country-category effect hypothesis. Syed Saad Andakeb.1 Int Cons Mkt. Vol. 7, No. 3: 29-52 95


Gender effects to the formation of overall product satisfaction: An multivariate approach. Luiz Moutinho and Mark Goode. J Int Cons Mkt, Vol. 8, No. 1: 71-91 95


The consumer interest in the 1990s and beyond. James S. Turner J Cons Aff, Vol. 29, No. 2: 310-327 Winter 95


Variation in the characteristics of opinion leaders across cultural borders. Roger Marshall and Indriyo Gitosudarmo. J Int Cons Mkt, Vol. 8, No. 1: 5-22 95

What is in a brand - quality perception of manufacturer versus private brands. Suk-ching Ho and Chi-lai Chan. J Int Cons Mkt, Vol. 7, No. 4: 39-57 95

Cooperative Education


International Education


An analysis of the learning process of business students at Hong Kong Polytechnic. David Kember, Alaia Sivan and Howard Davies. JEB, Vol. 70, No. 3: 172-178 Jan/Feb 95

Business education and change in Russia and Eastern Europe. Fred J. Evans and Nancy J. Birch. JEB, Vol. 70, No. 3: 166-171 Jan/Feb 95


Continuing education for managers from small and medium sized German companies. Jorg Fub J Teach Int Bus, Vol. 7, No. 1: 19-32 Nov 95


The cooperation project on "competence development in the transition of the Russian higher education to the new mode of training economics." Natalia Koumutseva and Geir Braten. SIEC Rev, No. 125: 4-6 Apr 95


Business Education Index


Georgia on my mind. Wanda Blockhus. ISBE News, Vol. 25, No. 2: 1-2, 9 Spring 95


IQ (international quiz) teaser—spring 1995. ISBE News, Vol. 25, No. 2: 16 Spring 95


Learning from an international teaching experience: Communication content and teaching-learning process. Carol Johnson. ISBE News, Vol. 25, No. 2: 1, 4 Spring 95


Methods for interpersonal and international negotiations. Carl Bronn and Roberta Wiig. SIEC Rev. No. 125: 7-21 Ap 95


Novosibirsk State University’s multi-level professional training in computer science. Nickolay A. Sychev. THE J, Vol. 22, No. 6: 62-66 Ja 95


Teaching western economics to eastern economists. A look at topics, teaching methods and attitudes. Margaret Oppenheimer. J Teach Int Bus, Vol. 6, No. 4: 47-64 95


The ranking of international taxation topics by CPA international partners and managers. Dennis Lasilla and L. Murphy Smith. J Teach Int Bus, Vol. 6, No. 3: 33-49 95


Top ten sources (with instructional suggestions) for international business. Les Diabat. ISBE News, Vol. 25, No. 2: 3, 5 Spring 95


Which international business (IB) courses do IB faculty consider the most important? Norman E. Philp. J Teach Int Bus, Vol. 6, No. 3: 87-100 95

Changing attitudes to international business through the business curriculum. Murray Frazer. J Teach Int Bus, Vol. 6, No. 4: 23-33 95

Technical Preparation Education


Kent Career/Technical Center’s partnership with business pays dividends to students. Sandra Palmer and Gretchen Wezowicz. MBPA Today, Vol. 61, No. 5: 4-6 Dec 95


Implications of emerging technologies on business and computer instruction. Norman A. Garrett. NBEA Yrbk, No. 33: 154-162 95


Interactive television in the classroom. Patricia Savage. NBEA Yrbk. No. 33: 86-94 95


Redesigning the classroom to reflect technology's impact. Marsha Bayless. NBEA Yrbk. No. 33: 106-116 95


Stafford county schools use partnerships to blaze hi-tech trail. Shirley C. Heim. THE J, Vol. 22, No. 8: 53-55 Mr 95


Teaching technology vs. technology as a teaching tool. Donna L. Kizer. NBEA Yrbk, No. 33: 10-24 95


Technical training methods. Bridget N. O'Connor. NBEA Yrbk, No. 33: 40-49 95

Technology and the development of critical thinking skills. H. June Schmidt and Margaret Stidham Kirby. NBEA Yrbk, No. 33: 32-39 95

Technology in the classroom. Sheri Duff and Randall Wells. KBEAJ, 5-7 Spring 95

Technology's impact on computer and business curricula. Susan Jaderstrom. NBEA Yrbk, No. 33: 1-9 95
Business Education Index

The impact of technology on undergraduate business education preparation programs: A model. Roger Rankin. NBEA Yrbk. No. 33: 25-31 95


The virtual reality roving vehicle project. William Winn. THE J. Vol. 23, No. 5: 70-74 Dec 95


Window to the world. Armand Seguin and Cynthia Seguin. Voc Ed J. Vol. 70, No. 2: 30-33 Feb 95

Vocational Education

A computer solution for tracking. Martha H. Rader and Timothy F. Quick. Voc Ed J. Vol. 70, No. 3: 23 Mr 95

A study of the effects of major program reforms as perceived by teacher educators in the member colleges of the University Council for Vocational Education. Linda M. Rowe Siccardi. University of Arkansas Fayetteville. Doctoral dissertation 94


Active learning techniques for use in the vocational education classroom. Donna Holmquist. JBE J. Vol. 4, No. 1: 54-65 94

Beyond testing. Stanley N. Rabinowitz. Voc Ed J. Vol. 70, No. 3: 27-29, 52 Mr 95

Body of evidence. Ann Borthnick. Voc Ed J. Vol. 70, No. 3: 24-26, 48 Mr 95

Case by case. H. June Schmidt. Voc Ed J. Vol. 70, No. 2: 34-36 Feb 95


Data file: Status of secondary vocational education. Voc Ed J. Vol. 70, No. 5: 30-31 My 95


Front & center. Daimar Robinson. Voc Ed J. Vol. 70, No. 3: 36-38 Mr 95

In the search of a niche. John Bishop. Voc Ed J. Vol. 70, No. 7: 38-41, 54 Oct 95

Installing the future. Kenneth M. Serrano. Voc Ed J. Vol. 70, No. 5: 34-35 My 95


National vocational qualifications: Understanding the foundations of the British system. James Calvert Scott and Peter Martin. ABA Proc, 164-171 96


Riding out the storm. Marlene Lozada. Voc Ed J. Vol. 70, No. 7: 34-35, 60 Oct 95

She's all heart. Ann Dykman. Voc Ed J. Vol. 70, No. 1: 18-21, 42 Ja 95

Shopping for jobs. Terry Nolot. Voc Ed J. Vol. 70, No. 1: 28-29 Ja 95

Spotlight on technology. Carolyn Mullford. Voc Ed J. Vol. 70, No. 1: 30-31, 44 Ja 95


Stafford county schools use partnerships to blaze hi-tech trail. Shirley C. Heim. THE J. Vol. 22, No. 8: 53-55 Mr 95

Sunset or daybreak? Jack Jennings. Voc Ed J. Vol. 70, No. 5: 24-27 My 95

Taking the bull by the horns. Voc Ed J. Vol. 70, No. 2: 14-20, 56 Feb 95


The health occupations boom. Marlene Lozada. Voc Ed J. Vol. 70, No. 6: 34-37 Sept 95

The integration of academic and vocational education. Angela Wilson and Randall Wells. KBEA J. 16-17 Spring 95

The push for Perkins funding. Voc Ed J. Vol. 70, No. 3: 18-19, 54 Mr 95
COMMUNICATIONS

A collaborative project on information resources in the workplace. Marilyn S. Butler. Bus Com Qtly, Vol. 58, No. 3: 52-53 Sep 95

A longitudinal study of business communication instruction in the United States. Scot Ober. ABA Proc, 147-155 96


An exploratory study of internal organizational communication in crises. Janet S. Adams and Deborah Brit Roebuck. ABA Proc, 81-88 96


Applying multiple communication channels to business communication classes. Kim Bartel. Bus Com Qtly, Vol. 58, No. 2: 12-13 Ju 95

Architecture and costs of connecting schools to the NII. Russell L. Rothstein and Lee McKnight TIE J, Vol 23, No. 3: 91-96 Oct 95

Are MBA programs answering the communications mail? Michael T Nelson and Mark N Frolick J CIS, Vol 35, No 4: 77-81 Summer 95


Business communication competencies needed by employees as perceived by business faculty and business professionals. Karen K. Waner. Bus Com Qtly, Vol. 58, No. 4: 51-56 Dec 95


Business experts' and business communication students' agreement on the importance of verbal and non-verbal communication skills for business success. Sabrina Cinntiemio. Lehman College, Master's thesis 94


Case 2: When communication consulting becomes political. Penny Hirsch and Barbara Shwom. Bus Com Qtly, Vol. 58, No. 3: 28-29 Sep 95

Collaborating with the career planning and placement center in the job-search project. Cheryl L. Noll. Bus Com Qtly, Vol. 58, No. 3: 53-55 Sep 95


Communication overload in computer information systems environment. Jensen Chung and Chen-Hua Chung. J CIS, Vol. 36, No. 1: 82-87 Fall 95


Creative communication for the 90's. Mary A. Hall. ABA Proc, 134-138 96

Electronic resumes Their time is coming. Zane K. Qubile. Bus Com Qtly, Vol. 58, No. 3: 5-9 Sep 95

Facilitating curriculum development: The role of electronic meeting systems. Bridget N. O'Connor and Michael Broomer. NABTE Rev, No. 22: 5-9 95

Business Education Index
Business Education Index


Integrating business communication skills into a buyer-behavior course project. Alan P. Wunsch and Chuck Tomkovick. Bus Com Qly, Vol. 58, No. 1: 16-19 Mr 95


Team building and TQM: An experiential exercise for business communication students. Daryl L. Kerr. Bus Com Qly, Vol. 58, No. 1: 47-50 Mr 95


The management interview and academic portfolio: An effective combination for improving communication skills and establishing career direction. Brent A. Stewart and Sheila Foster-Stinnett. ABA Proc, 139-141 96


To be or not to be? The mission statement—literature review. Egbert T. Woudstra and Lisette van Gemert. ABA Proc, 89-98 96


Updating the business communication curriculum to satisfy stakeholders’ accreditation needs. Karen S. Powell and Jackie L. Jankovich. ABA Proc, 142-146 96

Business English


An experiment to determine the effectiveness of cooperative learning methodology in junior college business English classes. Kathryn Schroeder. Montclair State University. Master’s thesis 94

English basics were developed in shorthand—why not in keyboarding? Clora Mae Baker, Marcia A. Anderson-Yates and Grace Abolaji. LBE J, Vol. 4, No. 1: 32-45 94

Error-free spelling. Angela D. Ash and Julie Valdes. WP Mag, Vol. 7, No. 12: 44-46 Dec 95

Getting the most from Grammatik. Galen McKeever. WP Mag, Vol. 7, No. 12: 21-23 Dec 95

Computer-based Com., Electronic Mail

Adapting cooperative learning strategies to facilitate ethics discussions using e-mail. George S. Peek, Maria L. Rosas and Lucia E. Peek. Bus Com Qly, Vol. 58, No. 4: 3-9 Dec 95

An examination of the impact of changes in task difficulty on decision-making groups relying on an automated communication system. Marc L. Lebow and Josephine F. Marcello. J CIS, Vol. 35, No. 3: 90-95 Spring 95

An intelligent agent for prioritizing e-mail messages. Luvan F. Motiwalla. IRMJ, Vol. 8, No. 2: 16-24 Spring 95

Analysis of an e-mail-based audience. Marcia Macsellini. Bus Com Qly, Vol. 58, No. 2: 11-12 Ju 95

E-mail principles that business teachers should include in their curriculum. Marcia L. James and Robert M. Schramm. LBE J. Vol. 4, No. 1: 66-74 94

E-mail's conversational value. Mark J. Bruhn. Bus Com Qtly, Vol. 58, No. 3: 43-44 Sep 95

Electronic mail, bulletin board systems, conferences: Connections for the electronic teaching/learning age. Marie E. Flatley and Jennifer Hunter. NBEA Yrbk. No. 33: 73-85 95

Electronic mail attitudes, self-efficacy, and effective communication. Jerry T. Kandies. Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University. Doctoral dissertation 94


Faculty use and perceptions of electronic mail: A case study. Karen Nantz and Marilyn Wilkins. JEB. Vol. 70, No. 4: 196-201 Mr Ap 95


Getting students started with e-mail. Lance Cohen. Bus Com Qtly, Vol. 58, No. 3: 38-40 Sep 95

Incorporating electronic mail into the business communication course. Karen S. Nantz and Cynthia L. Drexel. Bus Com Qtly, Vol. 58, No. 3: 45-51 Sep 95


Making electronic mail successful. Jean Anna Sellers. Kan Bus Tehr. 3 Fall 95

Management information systems faculty perceptions and use of electronic mail. Hoon Chwi, Utah State University. Doctoral dissertation 94


The e-mail discussion group: An opportunity for discourse analysis. Mark Mabrito. Bus Com Qtly, Vol. 58, No. 2: 10-11 Ju 95


The legal issues of electronic mail. Cynthia Drexel and Karen S. Nantz. OSR J, Vol. 13, No. 2: 15-19 Fall 95


Using electronic messaging to improve the quality of instruction. Michael H. Zack. JEB, Vol. 70, No. 4: 202-206 Mr/Ap 95

WordPerfect's Internet publisher. Allen Biohl. WP Mag, Vol. 7, No. 8: 58, 60 Aug 95


Computer-based Com., Facsimile

Communication and communication technology used between United States-based firms and their production facilities in Mexico. Lila D. Waldman. OSR J, Vol. 13, No. 1: 11-19 Spring 95


Facing the fax. Tom Zanea. Off Sys, Vol. 12, No. 4: 52, 54, 56 Ap 95

Facsimile machines. Peter J. Davidson. Off Sys, Vol. 12, No. 1: 21, 24, 26 Ja 95


Hints for lowering fax costs. Denise Phillips. Off Sys, Vol. 40, No. 11: 64-65 Nov 95

Hit the road. fax. Peter J. Davidson. Off Sys, Vol. 12, No. 12: 14, 16, 21 Dec 95

Plain and simple. Denise Phillips. Off Sys, Vol. 12, No. 9: 36, 38, 40 Sep 95


Computer-based Com., Multimedia


Birth of a proactive instructional technology center: A case of system change. L. Roger Yin and Roger F. Krentz. THE J. Vol. 23, No. 4: 86-88 Nov 95

Designing a multimedia lab for foreign languages. Bette Brockman and Ellie Manning. THE J. Vol. 22, No. 8: 64-65 Mr 95

Designing an electronic classroom for large college courses. Miriam W. Aiken and Delvin D. Hawley. THE J. Vol. 23, No. 2: 76-77 Sep 95

Mac-based multimedia classroom for special education, pre-service and inservice teachers. Frank W. Luth Jr., Raymond Ramquist and David P. Zimmerman. THE J. Vol. 23, No. 4: 68-72 Nov 95
Major growth forecast for CD recording. Man Off Tech, Vol. 40, No. 3: 49 Mr 95

Maya mythology and multimedia: Using each to teach the other. James A. Fox. THE J, Vol. 23, No. 5: 64-66 Dec 95


Teaching with multimedia in the community college classroom. J. Brett Miketta and Deborah Ludford. THE J, Vol. 23, No. 1: 61-64 Aug 95

The effectiveness of instructor developed computer-based courseware. Pauline K. Cushman, Ronald A. Mann and Ted J. Strickland, Jr. J CIS. Vol. 36, No. 1: 26-30 Fall 95

The homespun CD. Bob Weibel. Pub, Vol. 10, No. 5: 89-90, 92 My 95


Computer-based Com., Presentations

Designing a computerized presentation center. Doris A. Christopher. THE J, Vol. 22, No. 8: 56-59 Mr 95

Desktop presentation software-. What is it and how can it be used? Pat R. Graves. NBEA Yrbk, No. 33: 50-61 95

Learning to produce & integrate presentations, videos & stills. Barbara A. Ross, Sarah J. Beckman and Linda H. Meyer. THE J, Vol. 23, No. 2: 78-81 Sep 95


Computer-based Communications, Telecommunications

Easy access. Richard E. Hetherington. Off Sys, Vol. 12, No. 9: 48 Sept 95

Tag you're it. Richard D. Elsberry. Off Sys, Vol. 12, No. 3: 16, 18, 20 Mr 95

All holds barred. Christina Macchione. Off Sys, Vol. 12, No. 11: 45, 47-48, 76 Nov 95


On the line. Off Sys, Vol. 12, No. 9: 42, 44, 47 Sep 95


Communication and communication technology used between United States-based firms and their production facilities in Mexico. Lila I). Waldman. OR, J, Vol. 13, No. 1: 11-19 Spring 95

Court Reporting


Adding new value to official reporting. Carol M. Neal. JCR, Vol. 56, No. 3: 30-33 Ja 95

An interview with a stenomask reporter. J CR, Vol. 56, No. 4: 34-37 Feb 95

An update on voice recognition technology. Martha Reifschneider. JCR, Vol. 56, No. 5: 26-27, 29 Mr 95

Benefits of realtime for official reporters. Laura Deckert. JCR, Vol. 56, No. 3: 32 Ja 95


Cleveland: The right time, the right place. Stephen Edmundson. J CR, Vol. 57, No. 1: 35-37 Nov 95


Do court reporters need four-year degrees? Diane C. Davis. J CR, Vol. 56, No. 5: 34-35 Mr 95
Doing more with less: Transcript reduction and indexing software. Peter Wacht. JCR, Vol. 57, No. 2: 40-42 Dec 95

Dollars and sense of transcript ownership. Rita Henley Jensen. JCR, Vol. 56, No. 9: 32-35 Jul 95

Eight new COPE advisory opinions issued. JCR, Vol. 56, No. 10: 44-49 Aug/Oct 95

Ethical considerations when working with friends. Richard G. Ensman, Jr. JCR, Vol. 57, No. 2: 33 Dec 95

How to collect your money and keep your client. Marianne V. Lindley. JCR, Vol. 56, No. 8: 27-29 Jun 95

How to manage a pool of reporters. Vicki Akenhead. JCR, Vol. 56, No. 8: 36-38 Jul 95

How's business? Richard Ensman, Jr. JCR, Vol. 56, No. 8: 30-31 Jul 95

Independent contractors or employees? JCR, Vol. 56, No. 3: 26 Jan 95

Judge "bad luck." Sylvia A. (Sunny) Rhoads. JCR, Vol. 56, No. 3: 36-38 Jan 95

Legendsary feats of the national speed contest. Christopher Case. JCR, Vol. 56, No. 4: 22-27 Feb 95


NCRA gains victory in FLISA battle. JCR, Vol. 57, No. 1: 28-29 Nov 95

New COPE advisory opinion issued. JCR, Vol. 57, No. 2: 35 Dec 95

New markets for court reporters. Kay Moody. JCR, Vol. 56, No. 6: 34-35 Apr 95

Pack light and right. Richard Ensman, Jr. JCR, Vol. 56, No. 7: 32-33 Spring 95

Parallel professions. Court reporting and medical transcription. Pat Forbus. JCR, Vol. 56, No. 6: 38-39 Apr 95

"Real" war stories. Gary L. Sonntag. JCR, Vol. 56, No. 4: 31 Feb 95

Reporting interrupted proceedings. Mary Anne Meyer. JCR, Vol. 56, No. 6: 45, 47 Apr 95

Reporting the Gainesville student murder case. Vicki Johnson. JCR, Vol. 56, No. 5: 30-31, 33 Mar 95

Sequestered! Cassie L. Buhy. JCR, Vol. 57, No. 2: 38-39 Dec 95

Service is the name of the game. Peter Wacht. JCR, Vol. 56, No. 7: 34-35, 38-39 My 95

Serving on jury duty, thanks to realtime. Tommie Wells. JCR, Vol. 56, No. 6: 43 Apr 95

Splits between reporters and firms: A survey of agency owners and managers. Peter Wacht. JCR, Vol. 56, No. 5: 22-25 Mr 95

The court reporter bill of rights. JCR, Vol. 57, No. 1: 33 Nov 95


The reporter as key witness. James R. King. JCR, Vol. 56, No. 3: 34-35 Jan 95

The reporting team. Peter Wacht. JCR, Vol. 56, No. 6: 24-25, 27, 29 Apr 95

The role of the court reporter in the legal system. JCR, Vol. 56, No. 6: 48-49 Apr 95

Thoughts on ethical living. Anita Paul. JCR, Vol. 57, No. 2: 37 Dec 95

Tips about realtime and hearing-impaired jurors. Pete Wacht. JCR, Vol. 56, No. 9: 42-45 Jul 95


Unlocking the lockridge diaries. Mary Louise Gilman. JCR, Vol. 56, No. 10: 42-43 Aug/Oct 95

What are firms looking for in reporters? Peter Wacht. JCR, Vol. 56, No. 8: 32-35 Jul 95

What makes a team tick? Richard G. Ensman, Jr. JCR, Vol. 56, No. 6: 30-31 Apr 95

Working for you: The National Court Reporters Foundation. JCR, Vol. 56, No. 5: 18-20 Mr 95

Working the trade show booths: Become a savvy visitor. Richard Ensman, Jr. JCR, Vol. 56, No. 7: 30-31 My 95

Writing fast and clean. Gary L. Sonntag. JCR, Vol. 56, No. 4: 28-30 Feb 95

Listening


Business Education Index

ERI
Enhancing the student listening skills and environment. Iris W. Johnson and Randolph T. Barker. Bus Com Qtly, Vol. 58, No. 4: 28-33 Dec 95

**Multicultural**


Best shot macro. Roger Gagon. WP Mag, Vol. 7, No. 1: 41-45 Ja 95


Case writing in a developing country: A Indonesian example: Robert W. Hornaday. JEB, Vol. 70, No. 6: 365-368 Aug 95


Communication and communication technology used between United States-based firms and their production facilities in Mexico. Lila D. Waldman OSR J, Vol. 13, No. 1: 11-19 Spring 95


Cross-cultural teamwork in end-user computing: A theoretical model. Regina F. Bento. J EUC, Vol. 7, No. 4: 4-11 Fall 95

Cultural fluency. The results of a UK survey. Collin Pendlestone and Andrew Meyers. ABA Proc, 156-163 96

Cultural studies and its impact on composition. David Leight. Clearinghs, Vol. 69, No. 1: 8-10 Sep/Oct 95


Intercultural preparation for managers going to Japan. Judy C. Nixon and Judy F. West. Mid-Amer J Bus, Vol. 10, No. 2: 57-64 Fall 95


Meeting and working on an electronic social space: Behavioural considerations and implications for cross-cultural end user computing. Sajda Qureshi. J EUC, Vol. 7, No. 4: 12-21 Fall 95

Prevailing practices in international business communications: A look into courses at institutions with American Assembly of Collegiate Schools of Business Accreditation. James Calvert Scott and Diana J. Green. ABA Proc, 108-116 96


Should a school of business change its ethics to conform to the cultural diversity of its students? William P. Cordeiro. JEB, Vol. 71, No. 1: 27-29 Sep/Oct 95


The cultural basis of persuasion: Case studies of Mexican and United States correspondence for sales. Linda Beamer ABA Proc, 126-133 96


Training across cultures. Joyce L. Francis. HRD Qtly, Vol. 6, No. 1: 101-107 Spring 95

Using an international business-meal function to develop sociocultural skills. James Calvert Scott. Bus Com Qtly. Vol. 58, No. 3: 55-57 Sep 95


Reading


Examining the reading proficiency of office workers. Margaret A. Moore. Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University. Master's thesis 94

Meeting the need for multiculturalism in the art classroom. John A. Stine and Imada C. Kennedy. Clearinghs, Vol. 68, No. 3: 139-145 Ja-Feb 95

Speaking


Gender-specific nonverbal communication: Impact for speaking effectiveness. Lori Spangler. HRD Qtly, Vol. 6, No. 4: 409-419 Winter 95


Revisioning reading assessment. Remembering to learn from the legacy of reading tests. Sharon Murphy. Clearinghs, Vol. 68, No. 4: 235-239 Mr-Ap 95


Writing

A collaborative computer project between the high school business and English departments to improve writing competencies. Glenn Baumberg. Northern Illinois University. Doctoral dissertation 94


An integrated approach to introducing research methods in required business and technical writing courses. Linda Loehle. Bus Com Qtly, Vol. 58, No. 4: 25-27 Dec 95


Cultural studies and its impact on composition. David Leight. Clearinghs, Vol. 69, No. 1: 8-10 Sep-Oct 95


Employer preferences regarding resume content, appearance, and format. Stephanie J. Williams. Northwest Missouri State University. Master's thesis 94

Error-free spelling. Angela D. Ash and Julie Valdes. WIP Mag, Vol. 7, No. 12: 44-46 Dec 95

Effios at sea. Robert Shenk. Bus Com Qtly, Vol. 58, No. 1: 5-11 Mr 95
Factors contributing to transfer of learning in John A. Logan College resume writing instruction. Shirley Mize. Southern Illinois University at Carbondale, Master's thesis 94

Fine lines. Carrie Beth Marston. Off Sys, Vol. 12, No. 11: 14, 16 Nov 95

From the (writing) center to the edge: Moving writers along the Internet. Muriel Harris. Clearinghs, Vol. 69, No. 1: 21-23 Sep/Oct 95

Getting the big picture: Writing to learn in a finance class. Susan Hall and Theresa Tiggeman. Bus Com Qtly, Vol. 58, No. 1: 12-15 Mr 95

Getting the most from Grammatik. Galen McKeever. WP Mag, Vol. 7, No. 12: 21-23 Dec 95


Improving writing skills in sales management courses: The use of memo-writing exercises. Kevin M. McNelly and Frances J. Ranney. JME, 17-24 Fall 95

Incorporating writing across the curriculum into an introductory marketing course. Randall S. Ilansen and Katharine Hansen. JME, 3-12 Spring 95

Living and working in two worlds: Case studies of five American Indian women teachers. Brenda Hill, Courtney Vaughan and Sharon Brooks Harrison. Clearinghs, Vol. 68, No. 5: 282-284 My/Jo 95

Mark making in drawing and writing. Ruth Ann Illynt. Clearinghs, Vol. 68, No. 1: 20-21 Mr 95

Meeting workplace needs in an introductory business writing course: A tale of a classroom corporation and a "boss" instructor. Mary Sue Garay. Bus Com Qtly, Vol. 58, No. 1: 35-41 Mr 95

The impact of conflict-generating techniques on student reactions and decision quality. Granger Macy and Joan C. Neal. Bus Com Qtly, Vol. 58, No. 4: 39-45 Dec 95


Using the Internet in writing business communication. Zane K. Quible and Eric J. Ray. Bus Com Qtly, Vol. 58, No. 4: 11-15 Dec 95

Teaching the art of the memo: Politics and precision. H. William Reec. Bus Com Qtly, Vol. 58, No. 1: 31-34 Mr 95


The ethics of resumes and recommendations: When do filler and fluff become deception and lies? James S. O'Rourke. Bus Com Qtly, Vol. 58, No. 1: 54-56 Mar 95

The status of peer review in student writing projects. George A. Marconides and Mark G. Simkin. JEB, Vol. 70, No. 4: 220-223 Mr/Ap 95


Writing to learn history on-line. Wayne M. Butler. Clearinghs, Vol. 69, No. 1: 17-20 Sep/Oct 95

CURRICULUM

Facilitating curriculum development: The role of electronic meeting systems. Bridget N. O'Connor and Michael Bronner. NABTE Rev, No. 22: 5-9 95

Technology's impact on computer and business curricula. Susan Jaderstrom. N13EA Yrbk, No. 33: 1-9 95

Colleges and Universities


Changing attitudes to international business through the business curriculum. Murray Frazer. J Teach Int Bus, Vol. 6, No. 4: 23-33 95

College of business assessment model. Robert Milam. ABA Proc, 210-220 96


Designing an electronic classroom for large college courses. Milam and Delvin D. Hawley. THE, J, Vol. 23, No. 2: 76-77 Sep 95

Developing an integrated product and price management course. John A. Schibrowsky. JME, 33-44 Summer 95

Developing marketing professionals: What can business schools learn? Anthony C. Cunningham. JME, 3-9 Summer 95


Facilitating curriculum development: The role of electronic meeting systems. Bridget N. O'Connor and Michael Bronner. NABTE Rev, No. 22: 5-9 95


IIPT in academic curricula: Survey results. Karen Medsker, Patty Hunter, Don Stepich, Gordon Rowland and Kanchean Basnet. PIQ, Vol. 8, No. 4: 6-21 95


ISO 9000 quality management systems: Application to higher education. Alan J. Peterson and Jodi L. Shorna. ABA Proc, 228-235 96


Learning hierarchies and the marketing curriculum: A proposal for a second course in marketing. James M. Scarns and Charles T. Creasy. JME, 20-32 Summer 95

Meeting entry level job requirements: The impact on the IS component of business undergraduate curricula. Roberta M. Roth and Leslie K. Duclos. J CIS, Vol. 35, No. 4: 50-54 Summer 95


Preparing performance technologists: The role of a university. Walter Duck and Walter Wager. PIQ, Vol. 8, No. 4: 34-42 95


Strategic management and organizational effectiveness in colleges of business. Mary S. Thibodeaux and Edward Favilla. JEB, Vol. 70, No. 4: 189-195 Mr/Ap 95


The status of environmental management in business education. Vernon P. Dorweiler and Mehenna Vakhou. JEB, Vol. 70, No. 3: 160-165 Ja/Feb 95


TQM: The undergraduate business school curriculum and industry training program. Summary of survey findings of ASQC practitioners. Lily M. Lancaster, Michael Jilling and John Nienhuis. ABA Proc. 236-242 96


Which international business (IB) courses do IB faculty consider the most important? Norman E. Philp. J Teach Int Bus, Vol. 6, No. 3: 87-100 95

Junior High/Middle School


Articulating junior and senior high schools. Leonard V. Koos. Clearinghs (75th Anniversary Issue), Vol. 69, No. 2: 181-184 Ja/Feb 95

Educating the twentieth-century youth. Anna Verona Dorris. Clearinghs (75th Anniversary Issue), Vol. 69, No. 2: 77-79 Nov/Dec 95

Postsecondary/Community College


Best Copy Available
Developing a desktop publishing curriculum, Mary Wittrock. Bus Ed Forum, Vol. 49, No. 3: 36-38 Feb 95

Postsecondary office systems instructors: Their perceptions of competencies for office systems programs and their expertise. Yvonne Atiba-Davies. Southern Illinois University at Carbondale. Doctoral dissertation 94

Promoting the community college to all its publics. Mary Ann Freels. K12EA J. Vol. 10 Spring 95


The employment success of graduates of the secretarial science/word processing program at a Bronx junior business college. Carmen Angueira. Lehman College. Master’s thesis 94

The relative importance of selected skills needed by systems analysts as perceived by practicing systems analysts. Mark Misic. Northern Illinois University. Doctoral dissertation 94

The stages of concern about workplace literacy, affective work competency variables among secondary and postsecondary educators. Deedee Schlichting. University of Missouri Columbia. Doctoral dissertation 94


Secondary/High School


A study of values. Marlow Ediger. Clearinghs, Vol. 69, No. 1: 56-58 Sep Oct 95

A workers’ high school. Paul Hansen. Clearinghs (75th Anniversary Issue), Vol. 69, No. 2: 86-87 Nov Dec 95

Articulating junior and senior high schools. Leonard V. Korns. Clearinghs (75th Anniversary Issue), Vol. 69, No. 2: 75-76 Nov Dec 95


Collaborative portfolio assessment in the English secondary school system. David Russell. Clearinghs, Vol. 68, No. 4: 244-247 Mar Apr 95

Evaluating the tenth-century youth. Anna Verona Doris. Clearinghs (75th Anniversary Issue), Vol. 69, No. 2: 77-79 Nov Dec 95


Fresh thinking: GIS in environmental education. Monica Ramirez and Patricia Althouse. THE J, Vol. 23, No. 2: 87-90 Sep 95

Healdsburg High School’s course on the automobile. Philip B. Atwood. Clearinghs (75th Anniversary Issue), Vol. 69, No. 2: 93-95 Nov Dec 95


Levels of high school achievement of students from two-parent families, students from single-parent families, and students from no-parent families. Claralce Inoubada. Lehman College. Master’s thesis 94

Modemizing the business education curriculum. David Hyslop and Kathy Schemler Wilson. NJ BE Ohs, Vol. 67 6-20 95


Student athletes and high schools: Let’s shift the focus. Michael Koehler. Clearinghs. Vol. 68. No. 3: 158-159 Ja Feb 95


DOCUMENT DESIGN AND PROCESSING

101 hot tips. Anna Dennis. Pub. Vol. 10, No. 8: 47-75 Aug 95


Business Education Index


Applications of optical scanners in an academic center. Carol Molinari and Robert S. Taenchenbaum. THE J. Vol. 22, No. 8: 60-63 Mr 95

Born-again publications. Pat Soberanis. Pub. Vol. 10, No. 11: 72-73, 75, 77-78, 80, 82 Nov 95


Eliminate the negatives. Jeanette Borzo Pub. Vol. 10, No. 11: 53-58, 60 Nov 95

Getting into high gear. Mike Quon Pub. Vol. 10, No. 11: 106-107 Nov 95


Hot links. Anita Dennis. Pub. Vol. 10, No. 5: 79-80, 82, 84 Sept 95


Megabytes to go. Anita Dennis. Pub. Vol. 10, No. 11 87, 89, 91-92 Nov 95


Photo CD comes of age. Robin Levine Pub. Vol. 10, No. 8 79, 81-85 Aug 95

Printing white on black. Angela D. Ash WP Mag. Vol. 7, No. 1: 17-20 Ja 95


Using 6.0 as a spreadsheet program. Luther M. Maddy. III. WP Mag, Vol. 7, No. 1: 51-53 Ja 95


What you need to know and where to learn it. Barry Green Pub. Vol. 10, No. 5: 86-87, 89-90, 92, 94 Sept 95


Desktop Publishing Applications


3 hot letterhead designs. Elden Nelson. WP Mag. Vol. 7, No. 6: 37, 40-43 Ju 95


5 hot business forms. Bob Bringhurst. WP Mag. Vol. 7, No. 7: 51-55 Mr 95

5 tips for building a better newsletter. Becky J. Beck. WP Mag. Vol. 7, No. 11: 13-16 Nov 95

Adding special characters. Angela D. Ash. WP Mag. Vol. 7, No. 11: 17-19 Nov 95


Book review: Desktop publishing with Word for Windows (through version 6) 2nd ed. by Tom Lighty. Mahesh Vanjani. J. EUC. Vol. 7, No. 1: 33 Winter 95


Create your own Rolodex cards. Luther M. Maddy. III. WP Mag, Vol. 7, No. 11: 26-29, 31 Nov 95


Creative class schedules. Becky J. Beck. WP Mag. Vol. 7, No. 5: 49-52 My 95

Customize your graphics boxes with styles. Kelly Paul Merrill and Mark Soper. WP Mag, Vol. 7, No. 11: 43-46 Nov 95


DTP power: Our editors' best tips. WP Mag, Vol. 7, No. 11: 20-25 Nov 95

Easy desktop publishing. Kelly Paul Merrill. WP Mag, Vol. 70, No. 10: 41-44 Oct 95

Easy-to-read fliers. Angela D. Ash. WP Mag, Vol. 7, No. 3: 15-18 Mr 95

Emphasize text with bullets. Denise Vega. WP Mag, Vol. 7, No. 2: 50-52 Feb 95


Get results with promotional calendars. Gayle Humphreys and Rose Sovey. WP Mag, Vol. 7, No. 12: 28-32 Dec 95


 Hassle-free mailings in minutes. Becky D. Beck. WP Mag, Vol. 7, No. 12: 15-17, 19-20 Dec 95

 How to put codes in their place. Angela D. Ash. WP Mag, Vol. 7, No. 6: 53-54 Ju 95

 Learn these 6 font basics. Robert Raleigh. WP Mag, Vol. 7, No. 10: 29, 31-33 Oct 95

 Make your own advertising bookmarks. Camille Soderquist. WP Mag, Vol. 7, No. 6: 17, 20-22 Ju 95

 Making words fit. Angela D. Ash. WP Mag, Vol. 7, No. 5: 23-25 My 95


 Newsletter facelift! Peter Barth. WP Mag, Vol. 7, No. 4: 26-33 Ap 95


 One from the bean. Jake Widman. Pub, Vol. 10, No. 3: 60-65 Mr 95


 Publish or perish. Ellen Gragg. Off Sys, Vol. 12, No. 2: 14, 16, 25 Feb 95

 Pumping up an image. Scott Dvorak and Jeff Larson. Pub, Vol. 10, No. 2: 92-93 Feb 95

 Requesting attention. ScottAnderson and P. Scott Makela. Pub, Vol. 10, No. 5: 94-95 My 95

 Sell your services with booklets. Becky J. Beck. WP Mag, Vol. 7, No. 3: 50-54 Mr 95


 Ten great ideas for designing better documents. Daniel Will-Harris. WP Mag, Vol. 7, No. 5: 26-32 My 95

 Terrific trifold mailers. David Kosorok. WP Mag, Vol. 7, No. 2: 30-34 Feb 95

 Type tasting. Lee Binswanger and Jake Widman. Pub, Vol. 10, No. 6: 81-84, 86 My 95


 What's new with 6.0 styles? Roger Gagon. WP Mag, Vol. 7, No. 5: 45-48 My 95


 Graphics

 21 tools to tailor your graphics. Kelly Paul Merrill. WP Mag, Vol. 7, No. 9: 49-51 Sep 95

 A basic guide to graphics. Angela D. Ash. WP Mag, Vol. 7, No. 9: 41-44 Sep 95

 Clip art extravaganzas! Roger Gagon. WP Mag, Vol. 7, No. 11: 32-33, 37-41 Nov 95

 Customize your graphics boxes with styles. Kelly Paul Merrill and Mark Soper. WP Mag, Vol. 7, No. 11: 43-46 Nov 95


The cure for image disorder. Stephen Muller. Pub, Vol. 10, No. 3: 66-70, 72, 74 Mr 95
The effectiveness of graphic and tabular presentation under time pressure and task complexity. Mark I. Hwang. IRM J. Vol. 8, No. 3: 25-31 Summer 95
View graphics instantly. Roger Gagon. WP Mag, Vol. 7, No. 11: 47-52 Nov 95
You take the high res and I’ll take the low res. James Felici. Pub, Vol. 10, No. 1: 56-58, 60, 62, 64 Ja 95

Page Design

3 hot letterhead designs. Elden Nelson. WP Mag, Vol. 7, No. 6: 37, 40-43 Ju 95
5 great ways to use lines Bob Bringhurst. WP Mag, Vol. 7, No. 12: 33-36 Dec 95
5 tips for building a better newsletter Becky J. Beck. WP Mag, Vol. 7, No. 11: 13-16 Nov 95
7 tools for terrific tables. Angela D. Ash. WP Mag, Vol. 7, No. 8: 53-57 Aug 95
7 ways to build a page Anita Dennis. Pub, Vol. 10, No. 10: 43-47, 50-54, 56, 58, 60, 62, 64 Oct 95
A site to behold Robin Levine. Pub, Vol. 10, No. 6: 69, 71-72, 74-75, 77 Ju 95
Adding class to fax forms. Angela D. Ash. WP Mag, Vol. 7, No. 4: 53-56 Ap 95
Best shot macro II. Gayle G. Humphreys. WP Mag, Vol. 7, No. 2: 39-44 Feb 95
Column basics. Angela D. Ash. WP Mag, Vol. 7, No. 1: 57-59 Ja 95
Create your own Rolodex cards. Luther M. Maddy. III. WP Mag, Vol. 7, No. 11: 26-29, 31 Nov 95
Creating a family tree. Roger Gagon. WP Mag, Vol. 7, No. 2: 19-25 Feb 95
Creating notepads for your clients. Becky J. Beck. WP Mag, Vol. 7, No. 2: 15-18 Feb 95
DTP power: Our editors’ best tips. WP Mag, Vol. 7, No. 11: 20-25 Nov 95
Easy page borders. Angela D. Ash. WP Mag, Vol. 7, No. 8: 49-51 Aug 95
Easy-to-read fliers. Angela D. Ash. WP Mag, Vol. 7, No. 3: 15-18 Mr 95
Get results with promotional calendars. Gayle Humphreys and Rose Sovey. WP Mag, Vol. 7, No. 12: 28-32 Dec 95
Give your tables a make-over Roger Gagon. WP Mag, Vol. 7, No. 8: 45-48 Aug 95
Hassle-free mailings in minutes. Becky D. Beck. WP Mag, Vol. 7, No. 12: 15-17, 19-20 Dec 95
How to put codes in their place. Angela D. Ash. WP Mag, Vol. 7, No. 6: 53-54 Ju 95
Mastering tabs and indents. Angela D. Ash. WP Mag, Vol. 7, No. 3: 19-21 Mr 95
Newsletter facelift! Peter Barth. WP Mag, Vol. 7, No. 4: 26-33 Ap 95
One from the heart. Jake Widman. Pub. Vol. 10, No. 3: 60-65 Mr 95


Pumping up an image. Scott Dvorak and Jeff Larson Pub. Vol. 10, No. 2: 92-93 Feb 95


Setting the perfect table. James Felici. Pub. Vol. 10, No. 7: 82-86, 89-90 11 95

Ten great ideas for designing better documents. Daniel Will-Harris. WP Mag. Vol. 7, No. 5: 26-32 My 95

Terrific trifold mailers. David Kosorok. WP Mag. Vol. 7, No. 2: 30-34 Feb 95


The magic of floating cells. Luther M. Maddy, III WP Mag. Vol. 7, No. 3: 46, 48-49 Mr 95


Reprographics


Choosing the right copier for your situation. Man Off Tech, Vol. 40, No. 3: 56, 58, 60 Mr 95


Copier candor. Jeff Smith. Off Sys. Vol. 12, No. 7: 26, 28, 30 JI 95

Copiers 101. How low should you go? Scott Cullen Off Sys. Vol. 12, No. 3: 30, 32, 34, 36-37 Mr 95

Copy this. Scott Cullen. Off Sys. Vol. 12, No. 11: 26, 30, 32, 34 Nov 95


Print it your way. Angela D. Ash. WP Mag. Vol. 7, No. 10: 51-54 Oct 95


Typography


How to print sample fonts. Roger Gagon. WP Mag. Vol. 7, No. 9: 19-24 Sep 95


Learn these 6 font basics. Robert Raleigh. WP Mag. Vol. 7, No. 10: 29, 31-33 Oct 95


Tools of the trade. James Felici. Pub. Vol. 10, No. 5: 54-56, 58, 60, 62, 64 My 95


Business Education Index


Type well set. David Berlow. Pub. Vol. 10, No. 3: 76-79 Mr 95


Word Processing Applications


12 hot 6.0 tips. Julie Westergren. WP Mag. Vol. 7, No. 9: 45-48 Sep 95

12 keystroke-cutting tips. Kendall Callas. WP Mag. Vol. 7, No. 5: 34-37 My 95


33 hot macros ready made for 5.1 or 6.0. Roger Gagon. WP Mag. Vol. 7, No. 7: 23-29 Ji 95

5 hot business forms. Bob Bringhurst. WP Mag. Vol. 7, No. 7: 51-55 Ji 95

7 tools for terrific tables. Angela D. Ash. WP Mag. Vol. 7, No. 8: 53-57 Aug 95


9 macros at your fingertips. David Kosorok. WP Mag. Vol. 7, No. 1: 21-25 Ji 95


Adding class to fax forms. Angela D. Ash. WP Mag. Vol. 7, No. 4: 53-56 Apr 95

Adding special characters. Angela D. Ash. WP Mag. Vol. 7, No. 11: 17-19 Nov 95

Best shot macro II. Gayle G. Humphreys. WP Mag. Vol. 7, No. 2: 39-44 Feb 95

Best shot macro II. Robert Gagon. WP Mag. Vol. 7, No. 1: 41-48 Jan 95


Create a pop-up calendar. Allen Hehl and Gary L. Wentz. WP Mag. Vol. 7, No. 5: 53-58 My 95


Creative class schedules. Becky J. Beck. WP Mag. Vol. 7, No. 5: 49-52 My 95

Do-it-yourself contracts. Roger Gagon. WP Mag. Vol. 7, No. 7: 17-21 Ji 95

Do-it-yourself phone forms. Jennifer A. Carling. WP Mag. Vol. 7, No. 4: 40-44 Apr 95

Easy page borders. Angela D. Ash. WP Mag. Vol. 7, No. 8: 49-51 Aug 95

Error-free spelling. Angela D. Ash and Julie Valdes. WP Mag. Vol. 7, No. 12: 44-46 Dec 95

First look: WP 6.1 for DOS. Roger Gagon. WP Mag. Vol. 7, No. 9: 26-31 Sep 95

Getting the most from Grammatik. Galen McKeever. WP Mag. Vol. 7, No. 12: 21-23 Dec 95

Give your tables a make-over. Roger Gagon. WP Mag. Vol. 7, No. 8: 45-48 Aug 95


Hassle-free mailings in minutes. Becky D. Beck. WP Mag. Vol. 7, No. 12: 15-17, 19-20 Dec 95


How to print sample fonts. Roger Gagon. WP Mag. Vol. 7, No. 9: 19-24 Sep 95

How to use the envelope feature. Bob Bringhurst. WP Mag. Vol. 7, No. 7: 14-16 Ji 95


Look professional with preprinted paper. Becky J. Beck. WP Mag. Vol. 7, No. 4: 49-52 Apr 95


Mastering tabs and indents. Angela D. Ash. WP Mag. Vol. 7, No. 3: 19-21 Mr 95
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Print it your way. Angela D. Ash. WP Mag, Vol. 7, No. 10: 51-54 Oct'95


Quickly launch your macros and merges. Kendall Callas. WP Mag, Vol. 7, No. 10: 45-50 Oct'95

Saved by the backup feature. Angela D. Ash. WP Mag, Vol. 7, No. 7: 49-50 Ju'95

Special report: The bright future for WordPerfect on DOS. Lisa Downs Beanerson. WP Mag, Vol. 7, No. 8: 28-31 Aug'95

Teaching WordPerfect in the classroom. Roger Gagon. WP Mag, Vol. 7, No. 3: 32-33, 35-38 My'95

The basics of styles, macros, and merge. Angela D. Ash. WP Mag, Vol. 7, No. 5: 21-22 My'95

The effectiveness of a secretary with word processing skills in meeting the needs of the local business community. Alan M. Stromberg. ILM College, Master's thesis 94

The magic of floating cells. Luther N. Nladd. WP Mag, Vol. 7, No. 3: 46-48 My'95

Trim table size. Roger Gagon WP Mag, Vol. 7, No. 7: 43-48 Ju'95

Top 20 tips on teaching WordPerfect. Norma Leonardi Leone. WP Mag, Vol. 7, No. 9: 32-37 Sep'95

Use prompts to memorize vital information. Roger Gagon. WP Mag, Vol. 7, No. 12: 37-42 Dec'95

Using block and copy. Angela D. Ash. WP Mag, Vol. 7, No. 2: 57-59 Feb'95

Watermark your document. David Kosorok. WP Mag, Vol. 7, No. 4: 45-48 Ap'95

What's new with 6.0 styles? Roger Gagon. WP Mag, Vol. 7, No. 5: 45-48 My'95

Word processing competencies. Which ones are really necessary? Patricia Lynn Anderson and Mary Alice Griffin. LBE, Vol. 4, No. 1: 16-29 94

WordPerfect's Internet publisher. Allen Beuhl WP Mag, Vol. 7, No. 8: 58, 60 Aug'95

Working parents to-do list. Becky J. Beck WP Mag, Vol. 7, No. 9: 15-18 Sep'95

Your top 10 questions answered. David Kosorok WP Mag, Vol. 7, No. 3: 22-26 Mr'95

EDUCATIONAL INSTITUTIONS


How to blow a bond issue—or not, if you'd prefer. Michael A. Carter. Clearinghs, Vol. 68, No. 5: 289-292 My'95

Riding out the storm. Marlene Ozada. Voc Ed J, Vol. 70, No. 7: 34-35, 60 Oct'95

Strategic management and organizational effectiveness in colleges of business. Mary S. Thibodeaux and Edward Favilla. JEB, Vol. 70, No. 4: 189-195 Mr/Ar'95

EMPLOYMENT


Electronic resumes: Their time is coming. Zane K. Quible. Bus Com Qtly, Vol. 58, No. 3: 5-9 Sep'95

Employer preferences regarding resume content, appearance, and format. Stephanie J. Williams. Northwest Missouri State University, Master's thesis 94


Personal and occupational mobility characteristics of selected dislocated newspaper workers. J. Lamar Henton. Louisiana State University, Doctoral dissertation 94

Temporary administrative support staff. Employer perceptions and patterns of employment. Patricia Diggle. Southern Illinois University at Carbondale, Master's thesis 94
Business Education Index

The employment success of graduates of the secretarial science/word processing program at a Bronx junior business college. Carmen Angueira. Lehman College. Master's thesis 94


The skills shortage: Who can fill these shoes? Patricia M. Fernberg. Man Off Tech, Vol. 40, No. 6: 16-18 Ju 95


Job Satisfaction

Factors related to job satisfaction of secretarial personnel and Southern Illinois University at Carbondale. Kasamu Narkthong. Southern Illinois University at Carbondale, Master's thesis 94


Managerial behaviors and work group climate as predictors of employee outcomes. Allan H. Church. IHRD Qfly, Vol. 6, No. 2: 173-205 Summer 95

One man's time warp is another (wo)man's treasure: The importance of individual and situational differences in shiftwork tolerance and satisfaction. Robert A. Snyder. IHRD Qfly, Vol. 6, No. 4: 397-407 Winter 95

Postsecondary office systems instructors: Their perceptions of competencies for office systems programs and their expertise. Yvonne Altha-Davies. Southern Illinois University at Carbondale. Doctoral dissertation 94


Occupational Information

Competencies of office automation course graduates from the College of Arts, Science, and Technology according to employers in Kingston, Jamaica. Lorna Palmer. Southern Illinois University at Carbondale. Master's thesis 94

A managerial perspective on the importance of information technology topics. Chung Kim. Nancy Keith and Heidi Perreault. OSR J, Vol. 13, No. 2: 9-14 Fall 95


An examination of the demand/supply of IS faculty market. James J. Jiang. J CIS, Vol. 35, No. 2: 100-104 Winter 94-95


Career exploration and identity formation in MBA students. Melisande Simmering and Ian B. Wilcox. JEB, Vol. 70, No. 4: 233-237 M/Ad 95


Competencies employers seek in entry-level employees who are graduates of the Bronx Educational Opportunity Center. Orestes De Los Santos. Lehman College. Master's thesis 94

Doctor, lawyer ... technical chief? Racquel Skolnik. Voc Ed J. Vol. 70. No. 7: 36-37, 55 Oct 95


Factors that influence women's choices to work in the trades. Cherry K. Greene. The University of Georgia. Doctoral dissertation 94

Help wanted — accountant: What the classifieds say about employers' expectations. Linda M. Johnson and Van E. Johnson. JEB, Vol. 70, No. 3: 130-134 Ja/Febl 95

Identifying characteristics of a good consultant. Linda Wootten. Bus Com Qfly, Vol. 58, No. 4: 61-64 Dec 95

In the search of a niche. John Bishop. Voc Ed J. Vol. 70, No. 7: 38-41, 54 Oct 95

Meeting entry level job requirements: The impact on the IS component of business undergraduate curricula. Roberta M. Roth and Leslie K. Dullos. J CIS, Vol. 35, No. 4: 50-54 Summer 95
Re-engineering your office environment: Matching careers and personality via the Myers-Briggs type indicator. Bill McPherson. OSR J, Vol. 13, No. 2: 29-34 Fall 95

The academic preparation of training professionals. Cynthia Gaudet. NARTE Rev, No. 22: 10-14 95

The health occupations boom. Marlene Lozada. Voc Ed J, Vol. 70, No. 6: 34-37 Sept 95


The relative importance of selected skills needed by systems analysts as perceived by practicing systems analysts. Mark Mise. Northern Illinois University, Doctoral dissertation 94

The role of the court reporter in the legal system. JCR, Vol 56, No 6: 48-49 Ap 95

The stages of concern about workplace literacy affective work competence variables among secondary and postsecondary educators. Deedee Schlitching, University of Missouri - Columbia, Doctoral dissertation 94

What job skills are employers in the northwest Missouri southwest Iowa area wanting from high school graduates? Melissa J. Cotton, Northwest Missouri State University, Master's thesis 94

Performance Evaluation


Problems associated with implementation of an effective upward appraisal feedback process: An experimental field study. David Antonio. HRD Qly, Vol. 6, No. 2: 157-171 Summer 95

GENERAL EDUCATION

6 steps to pupil participation in democratic school control. I C. Bolmeler. Clearinghs (75th Anniversary Issue), Vol. 69, No. 2: 106-109 Nov/Dec 95


"All kids can learn": Making diversity in middle school. Carol Ann Tomlinson. Clearinghs, Vol. 68, No. 3: 163-166 Ja/Feb 95

All-black schools provide role models: Is this the solution? Russell Bradshaw. Clearinghs, Vol. 68, No. 3: 146-150 Ja/Feb 95

Assessment culture and national testing. Audrey M. Kleinsasser. Clearinghs, Vol. 68, No. 4: 205-210 Mr/Apr 95

Assessment in science: Return to the good old days? Elizabeth K. Stage. Clearinghs, Vol. 68, No. 4: 215-218 Mr/Apr 95


Can a liberal teach in our schools. Kermit Eby. Clearinghs (75th Anniversary Issue), Vol. 69, No. 2: 90-93 Nov/Dec 95

Contradictions of identity: Education and the problem of racial absolutism. Cameron McCarthy. Clearinghs, Vol. 68, No. 5: 297-300 My/Jul 95


Dropouts' perceptions of deterrents to course completion in an on-site GED program. Barry Vann. HRD Qly, Vol. 6, No. 4: 375-382 Winter 95

Educating the twentieth-century youth. Anna Verona Doris. Clearinghs (75th Anniversary Issue), Vol. 69, No. 2: 77-79 Nov/Dec 95


GUIDANCE AND COUNSELING


Front & center. Daimar Robinson. Voc Ed J, Vol. 70, No. 3: 36-38 Mr 95


HUMAN RELATIONS

An introduction to developing, maintaining, and improving large-scale, data-based programs. B. L. Hopkins. J Org Beh Mgt, Vol. 15, No. 1: 7-10 95


Left-brain versus right-brain: The importance of honesty and other heart traits as value factors for accounting and other business students. Hudson P. Rogers, C M. Kockummy and James H. Underwood. ABA Proc, 180-191 96


The changing workplace. Finding hope amid the chaos of Patricia M. Fernberg. Man Off Tech, Vol. 40, No. 5: 14, 18, 20, 22 My 95


Ethics and Law


Adapting cooperative learning strategies to facilitate ethics discussions using e-mail. George S. Peek, Martha L. Roxas and Lucia F. Peek. Bus Com Qty, Vol. 58, No. 4: 3-9 Dec 95

Admissibility of documents stored on optical imaging systems in legal proceedings. John Montana. Recs Mgt Qty, Vol. 29, No. 4: 46-50, 83 Oct 95


Book review: Laws, records, and information management: the court cases by Donald Skupsky and John Montana. April 1. Dmytenreko. Recs Mgt Qty, Vol. 29, No. 3: 51-52 Ji 95

Brave new world: The impact of access legislation on retention in Alberta municipalities. John C. Anderson. Recs Mgt Qty, Vol. 29, No. 4: 19-23 Oct 95

Bringing ethics to life: Case study method and ARMA International’s code of professional responsibility. J. Michael Pemberton. Recs Mgt Qty, Vol. 29, No. 1: 56-58, 60-62 Jan 95

Business education: Bridging the ethics gap between marketing classroom and corporate boardroom. Gordon Patzer and Charles H. Davis. ABA Proc, 172-179 96


Case 2: When communication consulting becomes political. Penny Hirsch and Barbara Shivom. Bus Com Qty, Vol. 58, No. 3: 28-29 Sep 95

Case law and the evidence acts in Canada. P. Fern Phillips. Recs Mgt Qty, Vol. 29, No. 2: 3-6, 8-11, 28 Ap 95


Effects of ethics instruction on the ethical perceptions of college business students. Barbara C. Cole and Deneen L. Smith. JEB, Vol. 70, No. 6: 351-356 Ji/Aug 95

Eight new COPE advisory opinions issued. JCR, Vol. 56, No. 4: 44-49 Aug-Oct 95

Ethical considerations when working with friends. Richard G. Ensmman, Jr JCR, Vol. 57, No. 2: 33 Dec 95

Ethical dilemmas in financial reporting situations and the preferred mode of resolution of ethical conflicts as taken by certified and noncertified management accountants in organizations with perceived different ethical work climates. John N. McKenna. DPE J, Vol. 37, No. 4: 175-203 Fall 95

Ethical inclinations of tomorrow’s advertising practitioners. Cornelius B. Pratt, E. Lincoln James and Karen J. Kainan. JME, 50-65 Sprng 95
Ethics and contracting. JCR, Vol. 57, No. 2: 24-30 Dec 95

Finance education and the ethics debate. Urie Duirune and Alan Wong. JEB, Vol. 70, No. 3: 179-181 Ja/Feb 95


It can make you or break you: The importance of records management in litigation. John C. Montana. Recs Mgt Qtly, Vol. 29, No. 1: 3-4, 6-8 Jan 95

Legal and operational definitions of a record. Donald S. Skupsky. Recs Mgt Qtly, Vol. 29, No. 1: 39-42 Jan 95

Legal requirements for filing systems and indexes. Donald S. Skupsky. Recs Mgt Qtly, Vol. 29, No. 2: 64, 66-68, 75 Ap 95


New COPE advisory opinion issued. JCR, Vol. 57, No. 2: 35 Dee 95


Relationship between ethical awareness and academic programs. Anthony R. Hendrickson and Patti D. Latta. J CIS, Vol. 35, No. 4: 82-86 Summer 95

Secrecy and authenticity. Brett Balon. Recs Mgt Qtly, Vol. 29, No. 4: 24-26, 28-31 Oct 95


Should a school of business change its ethics to conform to the cultural diversity of its students? William P. Cordeiro. JEB, Vol. 71, No. 1: 27-29 Sep Oct 95


Strip search in schools: Beyond the boundaries of the law? George Foldesy and Dan King. Clearinghs, Vol. 68, No. 5: 275-277 My/Jul 95

Structuring records management under the legal department. Donald S. Skupsky. Recs Mgt Qtly, Vol. 29, No. 3: 33-35 Ji 95


Teaching business ethics. K. Holly Fox and Marcia L. James. NABTE Rev, No. 22: 20-24 Ji 95

The academic ethics of graduate business students: A survey. Bob S. Brown. JEB, Vol. 70, No. 3: 151-156 Ja/Feb 95


The ethics of resumes and recommendations: When do filler and fluff become deception and lies? James S. O’Rourke. Bus Com Qtly, Vol. 58, No. 1: 54-56 Mar 95


The legal issues of electronic mail. Cynthia Drexel and Karen S. Nantz. OSR J, Vol. 13, No. 2: 15-19 Fall 95

The status of environmental management in business education. Vernon P. Dorweiller and Mertbana Yakhou. JEB, Vol. 70, No. 3: 160-165 Ja/Feb 95

Thoughts on ethical living. Anita Paul. JCR, Vol. 57, No. 2: 37 Dee 95

Who is Robert Kruger, and why don’t you want him knocking on your door? Man Off Tech, Vol. 40, No. 4: 46-47 Ap 95

Work Behavior


Business Education Index


Book review: The leadership imperative: What innovative business leaders are doing today to create the successful companies of tomorrow by Robert Heller. James L. Morrison. JEB, Vol. 70, No. 6: 369-370 Jul/Aug 95

Business communication competencies needed by employees as perceived by business faculty and business professionals. Karen K. Waner. Bus Com Qtly, Vol. 58, No. 4: 51-56 Dec 95


Capacity for empathy: Confronting discrimination in managing multicultural work force diversity. Albert S. King. Bus Com Qtly, Vol. 58, No. 4: 46-50 Dec 95

College graduates' experiences and attitudes during organizational entry. Elwood F. Holton. III. HRD Qtly. Vol. 6, No. 1: 59-78 Spring 95

Computer organizational techniques used by office personnel. Melody Alexander. OSR J. Vol. 13, No. 1: 21-27 Spring 95


Handling violence in the white-collar workplace. Man Off Tech, Vol. 40, No. 10: 40, 42, 44 Oct 95


Seven habits of highly effective people. Phyllis Harrison. Kan Bus Tchr, Vol. 47, No. 2: 14, 16 Spring 95


Team building: An experimental investigation of the effects of computer-based and facilitator-based interventions on work groups. Timothy R. McClemon and Richard A. Swanson. HRD Qtly, Vol. 6, No. 1: 39-58 Spring 95


The degeneration of the work of man. Ira A. Penn. Rws Mgt Qtly, Vol. 29, No. 1: 9-10, 12-13 Jan 95


Variability is "the stuff" of behavior programs: A reply to Murphy. Lucius Arco. J Org Beh Mgt, Vol. 15, No. 1/2: 141-143 95


Writing the project team: Authority and intertextuality in a corporate setting. Craig J. Hansen. J Bus Com, Vol. 32, No. 2: 103-122 Apr 95
INFORMATION MANAGEMENT/PROCESSING


A managerial perspective on the importance of information technology topics. Chung Kim, Nancy Keith and Heidi Perreault. OSR J, Vol. 13. No. 2: 9-14 Fall 95


An examination of the impact of changes in task difficulty on decision-making groups relying on an automated communication system. Marc J. Lebow and Josephine F. Morecroft. J CIS, Vol. 35, No. 3: 90-95 Spring 95


An intelligent agent for prioritizing e-mail messages. Luvai F. Motivallia. IRMJ, Vol. 8, No. 2: 16-24 Spring 95

An investigation of the business alignment training provided to information systems professionals by their employers. Robert Bergner. Northern Illinois University. Doctoral dissertation 94


Book review: Managing information technology in turbulent times by Louis Fried. Edward Szewczak. IRMJ, Vol. 8, No. 2: 34 Spring 95


Communication overload in computer information systems environment. Jensen Chung and Chen-Hua Chuang. J CIS, Vol. 36, No. 1: 82-87 Fall 95


Exploring the "gap" model of information services quality. William J. Kettinger and Choong C. Lee. IRMJ, Vol. 8, No. 3: 5-16 Summer 95


Factors influencing successful implementation of computer-based technologies in knowledge-intensive activities. Guido Calapaldo, Mario Raffa and Giuseppe Zollo. IRMJ, Vol. 8, No. 4: 29-36 Fall 95

Factors influencing the success of computer-assisted software engineering. Mary Summer. IRMJ, Vol. 8, No. 2: 25-31 Spring 95

Find files fast with QuickFinder. Bob Bringham. WP Mag, Vol. 7, No. 6: 63-65 Jun 95

Growth stages for a small business MIS. Thomas L. Lucy-Butler. J CIS, Vol. 36, No. 1: 77-81 Fall 95

If saber saws were information systems. Patsy G. Bishop. Recs Mgt Qly, Vol. 29, No. 4: 32-35 Oct 95

Information systems outsourcing by large American industrial firms: Choices and impacts. J. Stephanie Collins and Robert A. Millen. IRMJ, Vol. 8, No. 1: 5-13 Winter 95


Issues in economic justification for flexible manufacturing systems and some guidelines for managers. Somendra Pant and Lawrence Ruoff. IRMJ, Vol. 8, No. 1: 26-34 Winter 95


Levels of information technologies integration as factors affecting perceptions of job characteristics and professionalism of management accountants. Luis Gonzalez. New York University, Doctoral dissertation 94


Major growth forecast for CD recording. Man Off Tech, Vol. 40, No. 3: 49 Mr 95


Measuring user involvement with information systems and with their development. Leon A. Kappelman. J CIS, Vol. 35, No. 4: 66-76 Summer 95

Media conversion experts save time and money. Martin J. Horan. Man Off Tech, Vol. 40, No. 4: 49 Ap 95

Meeting entry level job requirements: The impact on the IS component of business undergraduate curricula. Roberta M. Roth and Leslie K. DuChes. J CIS, Vol. 35, No. 4: 50-54 Summer 95


Name that file. Steven E. Callihan. WP Mag, Vol. 7, No. 6: 44-48 Ju 95


Organizing global IS management to meet competitive challenges—Experiences from the pharmaceutical industry. Bettina Schwarzer. J Global IM, Vol. 3, No. 1: 5-16 Winter 95


Perceptual congruence and systems development cost estimation. Albert L. Lederer and Jayesh Prasad. IRMJ, Vol. 8, No. 4: 16-27 Fall 95

PIMs offer organization based on your needs. Lura K. Romei. Man Off Tech, Vol. 40, No. 6: 32 Ju 95

Portfolio theory approach for selecting and managing IT projects. Jack T. Marchewka and Mark Keil. IRMJ, Vol. 8, No. 4: 5-14 Fall 95

Relationship between ethical awareness and academic programs. Anthony R. Hendrickson and Patti D. Latta. J CIS, Vol. 35, No. 4: 82-86 Summer 95


Teaching knowledge base consistency and completeness. David L. Olson, Robert E. Schellenberger and Alexander L. Machtov. J CIS, Vol. 36, No. 1: 7-12 Fall 95


The effectiveness of instructor developed computer-based courseware. Pauline K. Cushman, Ronald A. Mann and Todd J. Strickland, Jr. J CIS, Vol. 36, No. 1: 26-30 Fall 95

The integration of cognitive learning strategies in an undergraduate computer architecture class. Peggy M. Beranek. J CIS, Vol. 35, No. 4: 7-11 Summer 95


The legal case against software piracy. Robert M. Schramm, Marcia I., James and Duane R. Ntoses. JISR, Vol. 13, No. 1: 29-34 Spring 95

The master's degree in MIS: A baseline study. Elizabeth Towell and Joachim I..auer. J CIS, Vol. 35, No. 4: 2-6 Summer 95

The perfect office. Warren Inlinson. WI' Mag. Vol. 7. No. 2: 63-65 Feb 95

The relationship between user participation in the development of an information system and user satisfaction. Linda M. Roth. Utah State University, Doctoral dissertation 94

The relationship between computer information system interface and user performance. Gary Limbover, Northern Illinois University, Doctoral dissertation 94

The relative importance of selected skills needed by systems analysts as perceived by practicing systems analysts. Mark Missy, Northern Illinois University, Doctoral dissertation 94

The role of national culture in systems analysts and design Barry Shore and A. R. Venkatadrihnam JGlobal IM, Vol. 3, No. 3 5-14 Summer 95

Today's managerial usage of electronic technology and procedures. Frank Andora J'IS, Vol. 35, No. 2 65-68 Winter 94-95

Towards an information technology management framework for developing countries: Investigating the Keiretsu Model. Hans J. Elmnann, JGlobal IM, Vol. 3, No. 3 16-24 Summer 95

Using two database modelling techniques for implementation of interactive software systems. Kenneth C Messa and Bogdan D. Czejdo J CIS, Vol. 35, No. 4 35-41 Summer 95


Data Processing

A "hands-on" unit on concurrency for the MIS student. Richard G. Born. J CIS, Vol. 35, No. 3: 56-64 Spring 95


Data Security

Backup strategies for the desktop. Man Off'Tech, Vol. 40, No. 11: 51, 53 Nov 95

Disaster recovery planning for information systems. Soon Lee and Scott Ross. IRM J, Vol. 8, No. 3: 18-23 Summer 95


Monkey! FormlStealth. A. C. Kri/an and Joyce Logan. IEEE J. 8-9 Spring 95

Protect your high-powered equipment. Man Off'Tech, Vol. 40, No. 6 52, 54 Ju 95

Protecting confidential computer records against careless loss. Owen J. Morgan and Mirrela Welch. Rees Mgt Olty. Vol. 29, No. 3 16-20, 65 Ji 95


Shredder buyer's guide. Off'Sys, Vol. 12, No. 10: 50, 52, 54-58 Oct 95

Surge and destroy. Ara C. Trembly. Off Sys, Vol. 12, No. 3: 22-23, 24 Mr 95

Database Management

Adaptive indexing in very large databases. Andrew Johnson and Farshad Fotouhi. J DBM, Vol. 6, No. 1: 4-12 Winter 95


Data management issues in information systems. Carl Stephen Guynes and Michael T. Vanecek. J DBM, Vol. 6, No. 4: 3-12 Fall 95


Merge files made easy. David Kosorok and Thomas Seruga. WP Mag., Vol. 7, No. 3: 39, 42-45 Mr 95


Naturalness of graphical queries based on the entity-relationship model. Hock C Chan. J DBM, Vol. 6, No. 3: 3-13 Summer 95


Towards a comprehensive concurrency control mechanism for object-oriented databases. David H. Olken and Sudha Ram. J DBM, Vol. 6, No. 4: 24-35 Fall 95

Decision Support Systems

Can DSS technology improve group decision performance for end users? An experimental study. David E. Gundersen, Donald L. Davis and D. F. Davis. J EUC, Vol. 7, No. 2: 3-10 Spring 95

IT diffusion and socio economic change in Egypt. Sherif Kamel. J Global IM, Vol. 3, No. 2: 4-16 Spring 95


The effectiveness of graphic and tabular presentation under time pressure and task complexity. Mark I. Hwang. IRM J, Vol. 8, No. 3: 25-31 Summer 95

Electronic Imaging


Imaging grows from the ground up. Laura K. Romei. Man Off Tech., Vol. 40, No. 4: 54, 56 Ap 95

Just any scanner won't do. Bruce Remmecker. Man Off Tech., Vol. 40, No. 10: 60, 62 Sept 95


The new cultural revolution. The impact of EDI on Asia. Janice M. Burn J Global IM, Vol. 3, No. 4: 16-23 Fall 95


End-user Computing


Can DSS technology improve group decision performance for end users? An experimental study. David E. Gundersen, Donald L. Davis and D. F. Davis. J EUC, Vol. 7, No. 2: 3-10 Spring 95

Cross-cultural teamwork in end-user computing: A theoretical model. Regina F. Bento. J EUC, Vol. 7, No. 4: 4-11 Fall 95


LAN adoption: The role of the user group. Mary C. Jones and Robert W. Ellis. J CIS, Vol. 35, No. 3: 49-55 Spring 95


Meeting and working on an electronic social space: Behavioural considerations and implications for cross-cultural end user computing. Sajda Qureshi. J EUC, Vol. 7, No. 4: 12-21 Fall 95

Setting up shell 4.0. Gayle G. Humpherys. WP Mag, Vol. 7, No. 2: 53-54, 56 Feb 95


Supporting appropriate user-developed applications: Guidelines for managers. Laura Lally. J EUC, Vol. 7, No. 3: 3-10 Summer 95


The relationship between user participation in the development of an information system and user satisfaction. Linda M. Roth. Utah State University. Doctoral dissertation 94


An expert system for MBA admissions. J. V. lyengar. J CIS, Vol. 35, No. 4: 55-58 Summer 95


The expert systems course in the U.S. and throughout the world: Survey results and a case study. Faye P. Teer and Jay Liebowitz. J CIS, Vol. 36, No. 1: 1-5 Fall 95


Best shot macro II. Gayle G. Humpherys. WP Mag, Vol. 7, No. 2: 39-44 Feb 95


Architecture and costs of connecting schools to the NII. Russell I. Rotstein and Lee McKnight. THE J, Vol. 23, No. 3: 91-96 Oct 95


CD-ROM networking becomes a matter of record. Man Off Tech, Vol. 40, No. 5: 57 My 95


Computer network technology: A survey of basic components, configurations and benefits of local area networks. Dennis Labonty. NBEA Yrbk, No. 33: 126-136 95


From the (writing) center to the edge: Moving writers along the Internet. Muriel Harris. Clearinghs, Vol. 69, No. 1: 21-23 Sep/Oct 95


Hot links. Anita Dennis. Pub, Vol. 10, No. 5: 79-80, 82, 84 Sept 95

Implementing and troubleshooting a classroom LAN. Marcia James. NBEA Yrbk, No. 33: 137-147 95


LAN adoption: The role of the user group. Mary C. Jones and Robert W. Ellis. J CIS, Vol. 35, No. 3: 49-55 Spring 95


NetWare 4.1: Tomorrow's network, today: Oleah Clegg. WP Mag, Vol. 7, No. 5: 59-61 My 95

Networks and CD-ROMs aid research, development and education in Zimbabwe. Tim Buxton. THE J, Vol. 22, No. 6: 67-71 Ja 95

Business Education Index

Observations from the Boulder Valley Internet Project. Libby Black, Ken Klingenstein and Nancy Butler Songer. THE J, Vol. 22, No. 10: 75-80 My 95

Observations from the Boulder Valley Internet Project. Libby Black, Ken Klingenstein and Nancy Butler Songer. THE J, Vol. 22, No. 11: 54-57 Ju 95


This LAN is your LAN. Mark Piesner and Ellen Braun. Off Sys, Vol. 12, No. 7: 14, 16, 18 Ji 95

Using the Internet to expand resources. Robert J. Matyska, Jr. Bus Ed Forum, Vol. 50, No. 2: 19-22 Dec 95


Window to the world. Armand Seguin and Cynthia Seguin. Voc Ed J, Vol. 70, No. 2: 30-33 Feb 95
Business Education Index


Workforce diversity and the Internet. Max Kilger. JEB, Vol. 71, No. 1: 19-21 Sep/Oct 95

Optical Disk


Records Management


Book review: Bar code guideline booklets by Ernest Campbell. April L. Dmytrenko. Recs Mgt Qtly, Vol 29, No. 1: 54-55 Jan 95


Book review: Information and records management by Mary F. Robek, Gerald F. Brown, and David O. Stephens. April L. Dmytrenko. Recs Mgt Qtly, Vol. 29, No. 4: 64, 66 Oct 95

Book review: Law, records, and information management: The court cases by Donald Skupsky and John Montana. April L. Dmytrenko. Recs Mgt Qtly, Vol. 29, No. 3: 51-52 Jl 95

Brave new world: The impact of access legislation on retention in Alberta municipalities John C. Anderson. Recs Mgt Qtly, Vol. 29, No. 4: 19-23 Oct 95

Bringing ethics to life: Case study method and ARMA International's code of professional responsibility. J. Michael Pemberton. Recs Mgt Qtly, Vol. 29, No. 1: 56-58, 60-62 Jan 95

Case law and the evidence acts in Canada. P. Fem Phillips. Recs Mgt Qtly. Vol. 29, No. 2: 3-6, 8-11, 28 Ap 95


Do you really need a Pentium? John T. Phillips, Jr. Recs Mgt Qtly, Vol. 29, No. 1: 43-44, 46 Jan 95

Document management. Man Off Tech, Vol. 40, No. 7: 36, 38, 40-42 Jl 95


Does your mobile storage systems measure up? George F. Roth. Man Off Tech, Vol. 40, No. 6: 34, 36 Ju 95


For the records. Galina Datskovsky. Off Sys, Vol. 12, No. 6: 36, 41 Ju 95


Imaging grows from the ground up. Man Off Tech, Vol. 40, No. 8: 42, 44 Aug 95

In search of the purgeless office. Recs Mgt Qtly, Vol. 29, No. 4: 56-58, 60-63

Automatic classification of office documents: Review of available methods and techniques. Dobrica Savic. Recs Mgt Qtly, Vol. 29, No. 4: 3-6, 8-18 Oct 95


It can make you or break you: The importance of records management in litigation. John C. Montana. Rees Mgt Qtly, Vol. 29, No. 1: 3-4, 6-8 Jan 95

Legal and operational definitions of a record. Donald S. Skupsky. Rees Mgt Qtly, Vol. 29, No. 1: 39-42 Jan 95

Legal requirements for filing systems and indexes. Donald S. Skupsky. Rees Mgt Qtly, Vol. 29, No. 2: 64, 66-68, 75 Apr 95

Make the move to mobile filing. Brian Cox. Man Off Tech, Vol. 40, No. 11: 57-58 Nov 95

Master the disaster. Thomas F. Lee. Off Sys, Vol. 12, No. 4: 14, 16, 25 Apr 95


Nashville cats. Off Sys, Vol. 12, No. 10: 16 Oct 95

New age filing. Mark Langemo. Off Sys, Vol. 12, No. 4: 26, 28, 30, 32 Apr 95


Optical storage is no illusion. Ara C. Trembley. Off Sys, Vol. 12, No. 4: 63-64, 66 Apr 95

People make it work. Fraser Boyd. Rees Mgt Qtly, Vol. 29, No. 3: 28, 30, 32, 71 Jul 95

Preparing a facility for large document productions. Linda A. Farrell. Rees Mgt Qtly, Vol. 29, No. 2: 12-14, 16, 18-19, 28 Apr 95


Protecting confidential computer records against careless loss. Owen J. Morgan and Miranda Welch. Rees Mgt Qtly, Vol. 29, No. 3: 16-20, 65 Jul 95


Secrecy and authenticity. Brett Balon. Rees Mgt Qtly, Vol. 29, No. 4: 24-26, 28-31 Oct 95

Selecting record media. Scott W. Ward and Brian A. Cole. Rees Mgt Qtly, Vol. 29, No. 3: 3-6 Jul 95


Structuring records management under the legal department. Donald S. Skupsky. Rees Mgt Qtly, Vol. 29, No. 3: 33-35 Jul 95

The degeneration of the work of man. Ira A. Penn. Rees Mgt Qtly, Vol. 29, No. 1: 9-10, 12-13 Jan 95

The information economy: A context for records and information management. J. Michael Pemberton. Rees Mgt Qtly, Vol. 29, No. 3: 54-58 Jul 95

The registry: The world's most predominant recordkeeping system. David O. Stephens. Rees Mgt Qtly, Vol. 29, No. 1: 64-66 Jan 95


The sharper image. Scott Cullen. Off Sys, Vol. 12, No. 10: 29-30, 32-34 Oct 95

Trends in information and image management. Diane Davis and Nancy Gonenbach DPF J. Vol. 37, No. 3: 128-141 Summer 95

Who put the 'management' in records management? J. Michael Pemberton. Rees Mgt Qtly, Vol. 29, No. 4: 68-70, 72-73 Oct 95


INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS


Assessing the influence of attitudes, skills and experience on international marketing investment decision-making: A behavioral/systems approach. Brendan J. Gray. J Global Mkt, Vol. 8, No. 3/4: 103-123 95

Book review: A manager’s guide to globalization: Six keys to success in a changing world by Stephen H. Rhinesmith. Scott David Slipy. HRD Qly, Vol. 6, No. 3: 323-327 Fall 95


Book review: Information technology in a global business environment: Readings and cases by Candace Deans and Jaak Jurison Edward M. Roche. J Global IM, Vol. 3, No. 3: 36 Summer 95


Book review: The work of nations: Preparing ourselves for the 21st century capitalism by Robert B. Reich. Frederick T. Evers. HRD Qly, Vol. 6, No. 2: 231-234 Summer 95


Business statistics as a vehicle for transcending U.S. borders. Rose S. Prave and Susan Tressler. JEB, Vol. 70, No. 4: 238-242 Mr/Ap 95

Case writing in a developing country: An Indonesian example: Robert W. Hornaday. JEB, Vol. 70, No. 6: 365-368 Ji/Aug 95

Communication and communication technology used between United States-based firms and their production facilities in Mexico. Lila D. Waldman. OSR J, Vol. 13, No. 1: 11-19 Spring 95


Cooperation project on “competence development in the transition of the Russian higher education to the new mode of training economics.” Natalia Kouznetsova and Geir Hrateden. SIEC Rev, No. 125: 4-6 Ap 95


HR takes an active role in selecting global IT staff. John Dykeman. Man Off Tech, Vol. 40, No. 4: 43-45 Ap 95


Intercultural preparation for managers going to Japan. Judy C. Nixon and Judy F. West. Mid-Amer J Bus, Vol. 10, No. 2: 57-64 Fall 95


Invited reaction. Comments on strategic national initiatives: Lessons from the management training program of Japan Shunsoro Utchnt. JIRD Qtly, Vol. 6, No. 2: 155-156 Summer 95

Invited reaction. The little-known impact of U.S. training programs on the Japanese quality movement. Harry V. Roberts. JIRD Qtly, Vol. 6, No. 2: 149-153 Summer 95

IT diffusion and socio economic change in Egypt. Sherif Kamel. J Global IM, Vol. 3, No. 2: 4-16 Spring 95


Marketing strategies of international competitors in the UK machine tool market. Peter Doyle, Veronica Wong and Vivienne Shaw. J Global Mkt, Vol. 8, No. 2: 75-96 94


Methods for interpersonal and international negotiations. Carl Bronn and Roberta Wiig. SIEC Rev, No. 125: 7-21 Ap 95


Organizing global IS management to meet competitive challenges—Experiences from the pharmaceutical industry. Bettina Schwarz. J Global IM, Vol. 3, No. 1: 5-16 Winter 95


Prevailing practices in international business communications: A look into courses at institutions with American Assembly of Collegiate Schools of Business Accreditation. James Calvert Scott and Diana J. Green. ABA Proc, 108-116 96


Strategic national HRD initiatives: Lessons from the management training program of Japan. Alan G. Robison and Sam Stern. JIRD Qtly, Vol. 6, No. 2: 123-147 Summer 95
Student journal writing in an international setting. William C. Moncrief, III., Shannon H. Shipp and Charles W. Lamb, Jr. JME, 71-80 Summer 95

Technology and international competition in the information age. Robert Behling and Hal Records. 3 CIS, Vol. 35, No. 2: 50-55 Winter 94-95


The new cultural revolution: The impact of EDI on Asia. Janice M. Burn. J Global IM, Vol. 3, No. 4, 16-23 Fall 95


Variation in the characteristics of opinion leaders across cultural borders. Roger Marshall and Indriyo Gitosudarmo. J Int Cons Mkt, Vol. 8, No. 1: 5-22 95

KEYBOARDING/TYPWRITING

A study to determine the relationship between the self-concept of beginning keyboarding students and keyboarding achievement. Ella E. Goans. Southwest Missouri State University, Master’s thesis 94

A technological edge—elementary keyboarding. Judy High Diffley. Kan Bus Tchr, 4-5, 7 Fall 95


English basics were developed in shorthand—why not in keyboarding? Clora Mae Baker, Marcia A. Anderson-Yates and Grace Abolaji. JBE, Vol. 4, No. 1: 32-45 94

Measuring productivity on ten-key numeric keypads. William R. Pasewark. Bus Ed Forum, Vol. 49, No. 4: 30-32 Fall 95


School of business administration graduates’ perceptions of the importance of computer keyboarding skills. Theresa Kickenweitz. Montclair State University, Master’s thesis 94


The effect of two timed writing conditions on speed and accuracy. Melody A. Alexander and Scot Ober. JPE, Vol. 37, No. 2: 107-112 95

The effects of two instructional methods on keyboarding skills and attitudes of repeating Keyboarding students. Arlene Poote-Patterson. Lehman College, Master’s thesis 94

The key to increasing enrollment in keyboarding. Lyla Garfield. Bus Ed Forum, Vol. 49, No. 4: 36-37 95


LEGISLATIVE ISSUES


Sunset or daybreak? Jack Jennings. Voc Ed J. Vol. 70, No. 5: 24-27 My 95

Tech prep: Where are we now? Debra D. Bragg. Voc Ed J. Vol. 70, No. 4: 18-19, 54 Mr 95

The push for Perkins funding. Voc Ed J. Vol. 70, No. 3: 18-19, 54 Mr 95

What the governors think. Voc Ed J. Vol. 70, No. 6: 32-33 Sept 95

What the numbers really mean. Gary Ilochlander. Voc Ed J. Vol. 70, No. 3: 20-23, 50 Mr 95

MICROCOMPUTERS


Monkey! Form! Stealth! A. C. Krizan and Joyce Logan. KBEA J. 8-9 Spring 95


Hardware

Affordable portables. Erin Rodewald. Off Sys, Vol. 12, No. 5: 40, 42, 44 My 95

Do you really need a Pentium? John T. Phillips, Jr. Recs Mgt Qty, Vol. 29, No. 1: 43-44, 46 Jan 95

Green PCs, PowerPCs, Intel’s DX-4: Possible solutions for future business school computer labs. Jack D. Shorter and John Bonno. J CIS, Vol. 36, No. 1: 74-76 Fall 95


Removable drive time. Mark Henricks. Off Sys, Vol 12, No. 10: 46. 48 Oct 95

Microcomputer Education

A collaborative computer project between the high school business and English departments to improve writing competencies. Glenn R. Roimbach. Northern Illinois University, Doctoral dissertation 94

A study to determine the relationship between the combined scores of the Walden Clerical Aptitude Test and Oetting’s Computer Anxiety Scale and a researcher designed assessment tool. Gloria Koeng. Montclair State University, Master’s thesis 94


Competencies needed by computer educators. Nancy Greneman and Janet Buzzard. NABTE Rev, No. 22: 15-19 95

Computer attitudes and computer literacy among prospective business educators at participating NABTE-member institutions in four states. Christine Patterson Kuskel. The University of Montana, Doctoral dissertation 94

Computer operating systems and graphical user environments - the state of the art. Terry D. Lundgren. NBEA Yrbk, No. 33: 117-125 95


Green PCs, PowerPCs, Intel’s DX-4: Possible solutions for future business school computer labs. Jack D. Shorter and John Bonno. J CIS, Vol. 36, No. 1: 74-76 Fall 95

Identification of factors that contribute to students’ learning microcomputer applications. Linda Henson Wiggs and Louanne Huter. DPE J, Vol. 37, No. 4: 204-215 Fall 95


Implications of emerging technologies on business and computer instruction. Norman A. Garrett. NBEA Yrbk, No. 33: 154-162 95


Students’ perceptions of computers and computer-based instruction. Helen Tollbert. Southern Illinois University at Carbondale, Master’s thesis 94


Technical training methods. Bridget N. O'Connor. NBEA Yrbk, No. 33: 40-49 95

Technology's impact on computer and business curricula. Susan Jaderstrom. NBEA Yrbk, No. 33: 1-9 95

The effects of computer literacy training on educationally disadvantaged pupils. Rinette Roets. S EUC, Vol. 7, No. 4: 30-37 Fall 95


Software


12 hot 6.0 tips. Julie Westergren. WP Mag. Vol. 7, No. 9: 45-48 Sep 95

A computer solution for tracking. Martha H. Rader and Timothy E. Quick. Voc Ed J. Vol. 70. No. 3: 23 Mr 95


Application software X an Off Tech. Vol. 40. No. 7: 28, 30 Ji 95


Assessment of medical practice management software and the needs of the provider community. Lori Barrett. Southern Illinois University at Carbondale. Master's thesis 94

Back to "At Work". Kenneth D. Camarro. Off Sys, Vol. 12, No. 2: 40-41 Feb 95


Born-again publications. Pat Soberanis. Pub. Vol. 10. No. 11: 72-73, 75; 77-78, 80, 82 Nov 95


Could your company benefit from a BBS? Man Off Tech. Vol. 40. No. 3: 44-45 Mr 95

Desktop presentation software: What is it and how can it be used? Pat R. Graves. NBEA Yrbk, No. 33: 30-61 95

Factors influencing the success of computer-assisted software engineering. Mary Sumner. IRMJ. Vol. 8. No. 2: 25-31 Spring 95


First look: WP6.1 for DOS. Roger Gagon. WP Mag. Vol. 7. No. 9: 26-31 Sep 95


Informe 4.1 leaps ahead. Terry Bruning. WP Mag. Vol. 7. No. 6: 60-61 Ju 95


Modeling requirements for future CASE: Modeling issues and architectural consideration Pentti Marttin, Kalle Lyxten and Veli-Pekka Talvanainen. IRMJ. Vol. 8, No. 1: 15-25 Winter 95


Using InfoCentral with WPWin. John P. Eldard. WP Mag, Vol. 7, No. 7: 63-64 Jul 95

Using two database modelling techniques for implementation of interactive software systems. Kenneth C. Messa and Bogdan D. Czejdo. J CIS, Vol. 35, No. 4: 35-41 Summer 95

Who is Robert Kruger, and why don’t you want him knocking on your door? Man Off Tech, Vol. 40, No. 4: 46-47 Apr 95


MINORITY GROUPS

“All kids can learn”: Masking diversity in middle school. Carol Ann Tomlinson. Clearings, Vol. 69, No. 3: 163-166 Jul/Feb 95


The effectiveness of a secretary with word processing curriculum for entry-level minority workers in meeting the needs of the local business community. Alan M. Stromberg. Lehman College. Master's thesis 94


Workforce diversity and the Internet. Max Kilger. JEB, Vol. 71, No. 1: 19-21 Sep/Oct 95

Ethnic


Living and working in two worlds: Case studies of five American Indian women teachers. Brenda Hill, Courtney Vaughn and Sharon Brooks Harrison. Clearings, Vol. 69, No. 1: 42-49 Sep/Oct 95
The role of Hispanic acculturation on media exposure, coupon use, and brand loyalty. Susan M. Petroshius, Stephen J. Newell and Steven J. Ross. Mid-Amer J Bus, Vol. 10, No. 2: 35-44 Fall 95

Gender


Factors that influence women's choices to work in the trades. Cherry K. Greene. The University of Georgia, Doctoral dissertation 94


Gender effects to the formation of overall product satisfaction: A multivariate approach. Luiz Moutinho and Mark Goode. J Int Cons Mkt, Vol. 8, No. 1: 71-91 95

Gender-specific nonverbal communication: Impact for speaker effectiveness. Lori Spangler. HRD Qtly, Vol. 6, No. 4: 409-419 Winter 95


Teaching women's history. George Fain. Clearinghs, Vol. 68, No. 5: 268-269 My/Ju 95


Race

All-black schools provide role models: Is this the solution? Russell Bradshaw. Clearinghs, Vol. 68, No. 3: 146-150 Ja/Feb 95

Attitudes of African American accounting students toward graduate education. Brenda S. Birkett and Mark Kidl. Mid-Amer J Bus, Vol. 10, No. 2: 29-34 Fall 95


OFFICE MANAGEMENT

Assessment center: A technique for evaluating administrative skills. Thaddeus McEwen and Beryl C. McEwen. JEB, Vol. 70, No. 6: 362-364 JI/Aug 95


Postsecondary office systems instructors: Their perceptions of competencies for office systems programs and their expertise. Yvonne Atiba-Davies. Southern Illinois University at Carbondale, Doctoral dissertation 94


This old home office. George I. Beiswinger. Off Sys, Vol. 12, No. 5: 10-12, 14-16 My 95


Workflow that works. Daniel Schnaidt. Pub, Vol. 10, No. 7: 74-78, 80, Jul 95

Equipment and Supplies

Affordable portables. Erin Rodewald. Off Sys, Vol. 12, No. 5: 40, 42, 44, My 95

All holds barred. Christina Maccherone. Off Sys, Vol. 12, No. 11: 45, 47-48, 76, Nov 95


Buying smart. Lisa Kanarek. Off Sys, Vol. 12, No. 5: 26, 28, My 95


CD-ROM networking becomes a matter of record. Man Off Tech, Vol. 40, No. 5: 57, My 95

Choosing the right copier for your situation. Man Off Tech, Vol. 40, No. 3: 56, 58, 60, Mr 95

Choosing the right display system to fit changing needs. Al Barton. Man Off Tech, Vol. 40, No. 6: 59, 61, Ju 95


Copier candor. Jeff Smith. Off Sys, Vol. 12, No. 7: 26, 28, 30, Mr 95

Copiers 101: How low should you go? Scott Cullen. Off Sys, Vol. 12, No. 3: 30, 32, 34, 36-37, Mr 95

Copy this. Scott Cullen. Off Sys, Vol. 12, No. 11: 26, 30, 32, 34, Nov 95

Copying machines. Ellen Gragg. Off Sys, Vol. 12, No. 1: 13, 15, 17, 19, Ja 95


Desktop drum scanners can't be beat. Richard Jantz. Pub, Vol. 10, No. 6: 95-96, 98, Ju 95


Document management. Man Off Tech, Vol. 40, No. 7: 36, 38, 40-42, Jl 95

Does your mobile storage system measure up? George F. Roth. Man Off Tech, Vol. 40, No. 6: 34, 36, Ju 95

Easy access. Richard E. Hetherington. Off Sys, Vol. 12, No. 9: 48, Se 95

Facilities/ergonomics. Man Off Tech, Vol. 40, No. 7: 20, 22, 24, 26-27, Jl 95

Facsimile machines. Peter J. Davidson. Off Sys, Vol. 12, No. 1: 21, 24, 26, Ja 95


Fine lines. Carrie Beth Marston. Off Sys, Vol. 12, No. 11: 14, 16, Nov 95

For the records. Galina Datskovsky. Off Sys, Vol. 12, No. 6: 36, 41, Ju 95


Great expectations. Peter J. Davidson. Off Sys, Vol. 12, No. 5: 18, 20, 22, 24, My 95


High-volume copying: In-house or outsource? Man Off Tech, Vol. 40, No. 6: 49, 51, Ju 95

Hot digital dictation. Barbara Shear. Off Sys, Vol. 12, No. 2: 42, 44, Feb 95


It's a mod, mod modular world. Scott Cullen. Off Sys, Vol. 12, No. 8: 35-36, 38, Au 95

Just any scanner won't do. Bruce Remmecker. Man Off Tech, Vol. 40, No. 10: 60, 62, Se 95


Make the most of your delivery dollar. Mary S. Malik. Man Off Tech, Vol. 40, No. 2: 15-16, 25, Fe 95

Management & human resources. Man Off Tech, Vol. 40, No. 7: 15, 17-18, Jl 95


Office supplies. Man Off Tech. Vol. 40. No. 7: 54, 56-60 Jul 95


Purchasing office supplies: Make the right moves. Al Toth. Man Off Tech, Vol. 40. No. 8: 14-16, 21 Aug 95

Read all about it! Laser printers go tabloid! Mike Hurwicz. Pub, Vol. 10. No. 4: 91-92, 94, 96, 98 Apr 95


Ergonomics and Facility Management


Ergonomic study of clerical support staff work stations. Robert Schramm and Vay Rodman. Hus Ed Dig, Vol. 5: 1-6 95

Facilities/ergonomics. Man Off Tech, Vol. 40, No. 7: 20, 22, 24, 26-27 Jl 95

Facility managers provide invaluable services. Raymond O'Brien. Man Off Tech, Vol. 40, No. 10: 47-48 Sept 95

Five ways to kill your ergonomic program. Patrick G. Manning. Man Off Tech, Vol. 40, No. 1: 46 Ja 95


Get more from your ergonomics training. Guy Fragala. Man Off Tech, Vol. 40, No. 11: 45-46 Nov 95


Here's how to keep injured workers productive. Marianne T. Powell. Man Off Tech, Vol. 40, No. 3: 16, 18 Mr 95

How to pick the perfect chair. Michael Levy. Man Off Tech, Vol. 40, No. 1: 43-44 Ja 95


It's a mod, mod modular world. Scott Cullen. Off Sys, Vol. 12, No. 8: 35-36, 38 Aug 95


Make yourself at home with ergonomics. Evan Williamson. Man Off Tech, Vol. 40, No. 11: 46, 49 Nov 95


Business Education Index

The 5 myths of office design. Mark Rowh. Off Sys, Vol. 12, No. 6: 46-48 Ju 95

The effectiveness of a secretary with word processing curriculum for entry-level minority workers in meeting the needs of the local business community. Alan M. Stromberg. Lehman College, Master's thesis 94

The office of the future. Man Off Tech, Vol. 40, No. 3: 32, 35 Mr 95

The reusable office. Christina Macerone. Off Sys, Vol. 12, No. 5: 34, 36, 38 My 95


Mail Management


It pays to automate. Carrie Beth Marston. Off Sys, Vol. 12, No. 4: 44, 46, 48-50 Ap 95

Mail delivery takes an automated turn. Man Off Tech, Vol. 40, No. 2: 62 Feb 95

Mail makes the sale. Larry Otto. Off Sys, Vol. 12, No. 2: 46 Feb 95


Order in the mail center. Richard W. Pavely. Off Sys, Vol. 12, No. 11: 50, 52, 54, 56 Nov 95


Profit from postal reclassification. Michael Maguire. Off Sys, Vol. 12, No. 8: 14, 16, 18 Aug 95

Squeeze play. Cliff Bennett. Off Sys, Vol. 12, No. 2: 28, 30-31 Feb 95


The mailroom. Richard W. Pavely. Off Sys, Vol. 12, No. 1: 34, 36-37 Ja 95

The 5 myths of office design. Mark Rowh. Off Sys, Vol. 12, No. 6: 46-48 Ju 95

The effectiveness of a secretary with word processing curriculum for entry-level minority workers in meeting the needs of the local business community. Alan M. Stromberg. Lehman College, Master's thesis 94

The office of the future. Man Off Tech, Vol. 40, No. 3: 32, 35 Mr 95

The reusable office. Christina Macerone. Off Sys, Vol. 12, No. 5: 34, 36, 38 My 95


Mail Management


It pays to automate. Carrie Beth Marston. Off Sys, Vol. 12, No. 4: 44, 46, 48-50 Ap 95

Mail delivery takes an automated turn. Man Off Tech, Vol. 40, No. 2: 62 Feb 95

Mail makes the sale. Larry Otto. Off Sys, Vol. 12, No. 2: 46 Feb 95


Order in the mail center. Richard W. Pavely. Off Sys, Vol. 12, No. 11: 50, 52, 54, 56 Nov 95


Profit from postal reclassification. Michael Maguire. Off Sys, Vol. 12, No. 8: 14, 16, 18 Aug 95

Squeeze play. Cliff Bennett. Off Sys, Vol. 12, No. 2: 28, 30-31 Feb 95


The mailroom. Richard W. Pavely. Off Sys, Vol. 12, No. 1: 34, 36-37 Ja 95

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
Office Automation


Competencies of office automation course graduates from the College of Arts, Science, and Technology according to employers in Kingston, Jamaica. Lorna Palmer, Southern Illinois University at Carbondale. Master’s thesis 94


Could your company benefit from a BBS? Man Off Tech, Vol. 40, No. 3: 44-45 Mr 95


Disaster recovery: Our real story. Lura K. Romei, Patricia M. Fernberg and Mary S. Malik. Man Off Tech, Vol. 40, No. 6: 24, 26 Ju 95


Hot digital dictation. Barbara Shear. Off Sys, Vol. 12, No. 2: 42, 44 Feb 95

Imaging grows from the ground up. Lura K. Romei. Man Off Tech, Vol. 40, No. 4: 54, 56 Ap 95

It pays to automate. Carrie Beth Marston. Off Sys, Vol. 12, No. 4: 44, 46, 48-50 Ap 95

Keep your support staff up-to-date with technology. Andrew Denka. Man Off Tech, Vol. 40, No. 1: 35-36 Ja 95

Make the move to mobile filing. Brian Cox. Man Off Tech, Vol. 40, No. 11: 57-58 Nov 95

Media conversion experts save time and money. Martin J. Horan. Man Off Tech, Vol. 40, No. 4: 49 Ap 95


Office automation in a university setting: Key to success. Karl O. Magnusen and Olga C. Magnusen. THE J, Vol. 23, No. 4: 78-82 Nov 95


People make it work. Fraser Boyd. Rees Mgt Qtly, Vol. 29, No. 3: 28, 30, 32, 71 Ji 95

Publish or perish. Ellen Gragg. Off Sys, Vol. 12, No. 2: 14, 16, 25 Feb 95


SoftSolutions: Key to the paperless, virtual office. Barry A. Woodbridge. WP Mag, Vol. 7, No. 1: 69-71 Ja 95

Special report: The multifunction market. Barry Tepper. Off Sys, Vol. 12, No. 11: 59, 61, 63 Nov 95

Squeeze play. Cliff Bennett. Off Sys, Vol. 12, No. 2: 28, 30-31 Feb 95


The perfect office. Warren Brunson. WP Mag, Vol. 7, No. 2: 63-65 Feb 95

The sharper image. Scott Cullen. Off Sys, Vol. 12, No. 10: 29-30, 32-34 Oct 95


Office Security/Safety


Handling violence in the white-collar workplace. Man Off Tech, Vol. 40, No. 10: 40, 42, 44 Oct 95

Diehard dictation. Barbara Shear. Off Sys, Vol. 12, No. 10: 44, 46 Oct 95
Here's how to keep injured workers productive. Marianne T. Powell. Man Off Tech, Vol. 40, No. 3: 16, 18 Mr 95


**Personnel Management**


Clock wise. Mark Rowh. Off Sys, Vol. 12, No. 7: 49-50, 56 J1 95

How to rightsize --right. Man Off Tech, Vol. 40, No. 3: 28, 30 Mr 95

HR takes an active role in selecting global IT staff. John Dykeman. Man OffTech, Vol. 40, No. 4: 43, 45 Ap 95

Keep your support staff up-to-date with technology. Andrew Denka. Man Off Tech, Vol. 40, No. 1: 35-36 Ja 95


Re-engineering your office environment: Matching careers and personality via the Myers-Briggs type indicator. Bill McPherson. OJR J, Vol. 13, No. 2: 29-34 Fall 95


Should your employees go to the office? Richard B. Cooper, Jr. Man Off Tech, Vol. 40, No. 10: 45-46 Sept 95


The future of staffing is written in pros. Patricia M. Fernberg. Man Off Tech, Vol. 40, No. 3: 20, 22-23 Mr 95

The skills shortage: Who can fill these shoes? Patricia M. Fernberg. Man Off Tech, Vol. 40, No. 6: 16-18 Ju 95

Training invests in skills and people. Lana K. Romei. Man Off Tech, Vol. 40, No. 2: 46 Feb 95


**Secretarial Procedures**

A study of the entry-level skills required of administrative assistants in Wisconsin banking and insurance companies. Suzanne J. Fell. University of Wisconsin—Whitewater, Master's thesis 94

A study to determine the relationship between the combined scores of the Walden Clerical Aptitude Test and Oetting's Computer Anxiety Scale and a researcher designed assessment tool. Gloria Koenig. Montclair State University, Master's thesis 94


Examining the reading proficiency of office workers. Margaret A. Moore. Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University, Master's thesis 94

Factors related to job satisfaction of secretarial personnel and Southern Illinois University at Carbondale. Kasama Narkthong. Southern Illinois University at Carbondale, Master's thesis 94

PSI secondary office model curriculum: Its use and need for change. Colleen Jones. Southern Illinois University at Carbondale, Master's thesis 94

The employment success of graduates of the secretarial science/word processing program at a Bronx junior business college. Carmen Angueira. Lehman College, Master's thesis 94

**Temporary Help Services**

Get added value from your temporary staffing dollars. William Lewis and Nancy Molloy. Man Off Tech, Vol. 40, No. 11: 16, 19, 21 Nov 95


Techie, Temps. Erin Rodewald. Off Sys, Vol. 12, No. 3: 27, 29 Mr 95

Temporary, administrative support staff: Employer perceptions and patterns of employment. Patricia Diggle. Southern Illinois University at Carbondale, Master's thesis 94

The future of staffing is written in pros. Patricia M. Fernberg. Man Off Tech. Vol. 40, No. 3: 20, 22-23 Mr 95

Time Management

Time keepers. Carrie Beth Marston. Off Sys, Vol. 12, No. 12: 30-33 Dec 95


PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT

A change in perspective. Gayla Chronic. J CR, Vol. 57, No. 3: 30-31 Nov 95


Factors that school district administrators believe influence staff members to take in-service staff development courses. Sandra Powell-Robinson. Lehman College, Master’s thesis 94

Five approaches to professional development compared. Dennis R. Lauro, Jr. THE J, Vol. 22, No. 10: 61-65 My 95

Identifying characteristics of a good consultant. Linda Wootton. Bus Com Qtly, Vol. 58, No 4: 60-61 Dec 95


Performance technologist preparation: The role of leadership theory. Alison A. Carr. PIQ, Vol. 8, No. 4: 59-74 95


The harvest of PT: ISPI’S past presidents’ recommendations for the preparation of performance technologists. Anthony Marker. PIQ, Vol. 8, No. 4: 22-33 95

The relationships between the intellectual development of technical college instructors and age, education, teaching experience, and supervisory experience. Barbara A. Wilson. DPE J, Vol. 37, No. 2: 95-106 Spring 95


What performance technologists should know about public education: Implications for professional development and training. Atausi Ilirumi. PIQ, Vol. 8, No. 4: 89-114 95

When teachers are the students. Robert Sills, Joyce Bozarth and Patrick Poor. Voc Ed J. Vol. 70, No. 2: 24-29, 57 Feb 95

Working for you: The National Court Reporters Foundation. J CR, Vol. 56, No. 5: 18-20 Mr 95

Associations

Could FBLA-PBL be for you? Connie Lindell. Kan Bus Tchr, 6-7 Fall 95

Cleveland: The right time, the right place. Stephen Edmondson. J CR, Vol. 57, No. 1: 35-37 Nov 95

Learning by association: Professional associations as learning agents. A. Carol Rusaw. HRD Qtly, Vol. 6, No. 2: 215-226 Summer 95


The court reporter bill of rights. J CR, Vol. 57, No. 1: 33 Nov 95


Certification


Information systems content in the CMA examination. Lloyd D. Doney and Michael D. Akers. JEB, Vol. 70, No. 6: 327-331 Jul/Aug 95


Ratings of the Georgia business education industry certification standards by Georgia educators and business and industry personnel. Tena B. Crews. The University of Georgia. Doctoral dissertation 94

Status of HRD certificate program development. Cynthia H. Gaudet and Joe W. Kotrlik. HRD Qtly, Vol. 6, No. 1: 91-99 Spring 95

The comparative difficulty of professional certification questions in an undergraduate accounting course. Paul Goldwater and Timothy J. Fogarty. JEB, Vol. 70, No. 4: 207-214 Mr/Ap 95

RESEARCH METHODOLOGY/ISSUES

A classification and description of human resource development scholars. James J. Wimbiscus, Jr. HRD Qtly, Vol. 6, No. 1: 5-34 Spring 95


A study of laterality and cognitive style in information systems and liberal arts students. Lawrence S. Cormin, Carl S. Guynes and Michael T. Vaneeck. J CIS, Vol. 35, No. 2: 26-34 Winter 94-95

Accounting practitioners' views of the relative importance of teaching and research in accounting education. Donald W. Grabhin, Allan Kames and James King. JEB, Vol. 70, No. 4: 215-219 Mr/Ap 95


Book review: Ethnography and qualitative design in educational research by Margaret D. LeCompte and Judith Preissle. Vicki S. Kaman. HRD Qtly, Vol. 6, No. 1: 109-114 Spring 95


Marketing journal coauthorship: Is it a hit or a miss with coauthors? Dean M. Schroeder, Frederick W. Langehr and Steven M. Floyd. JME, 45-58 Summer 95

Perceptions and evaluation of single and co-authored publications. Carol A. Lundgren. DPE J, Vol. 37, No. 2: 85-94 Spring 95


Student-faculty research agencies: Marketing education integration using an entrepreneurship education experience. James W. Peltier, John A. Schibrowsky and Arno Kleinhenhagen. JME, 59-70 Summer 95

Technology. J. K. Pierson. J CIS, Vol. 35, No. 4: 87 Summer 95


What are the characteristics of significant research? Priscilla S. Rogers and John C. Sherblom. Bus Com Qtly, Vol. 58, No. 2: 56-61 Jun 95

What sources have inspired our research? Priscilla S. Rogers. Bus Com Qtly, Vol. 58, No. 1: 57-63 Mr 95
SPECIAL NEEDS


Mac-based multimedia classroom for special education, pre-service and inservice teachers. Frank W. Luth Jr., Raymond Ranquist and David P. Zimmerman. TI'EJ, Vol. 23, No. 4: 68-72 Nov 95


Reflecting disability perspectives in the University of Minnesota. Mary E. Litsheim. DPE J, Vol. 37, No. 3: 115-127 Summer 95

Technology-based assessment in special education. Gerald McCain. THIE J. Vol. 23, No. 1: 57-60 Aug 95


STANDARDS


Teaching the SCANS competencies in business education. Donna R. Everett. DPE Instr Strat, Vol 11, No. 3: 1-6 Sep 95

The importance of workplace basics competencies (SCANS) as perceived by business teachers. Lorraine Fichtericht and Ling-Yu Melody Wen Yang. NAHTE Rev. No. 22: 38-41 95

The importance of workplace basics competencies (SCANS) as perceived by Missouri business education teachers. Ling-Yu Melody Wen Yang, University of Missouri—Columbia. Doctoral dissertation 94


TEACHING

A comparison of the learning styles of high school and college/university students. Doris B. Matthews and John V. Hanby. Clearinghs. Vol. 68, No. 4: 257-261 Mr/Ap 95

A longitudinal study of business communication instruction in the United States. Scot Ober. ABA Proc, 147-155 96


Alumni satisfaction and behavioral intentions: University versus departmental measures. Kevin P. Gwinner and Richard F. Beltramini. JME, 34-40 Spring 95

An analysis of the learning process of business students at Hong Kong Polytechnic. David Kember, Atara Sivan and Howard Davies. JEB, Vol. 70, No. 3: 172-178 Ja/Feb 95

An experiment to determine the effectiveness of cooperative learning methodology in junior college business English classes. Kathryn Schroeder. Montclair State University, Master's thesis 94

An integrated approach to teaching entrepreneurship. Roger J. Luft. DPE Instr Strat, Vol. 11, No. 4: 1-6 Dec 95

An integrated causal comparative and descriptive study of the practical business knowledge of students taught by business teachers with business experience and those taught by business teachers without business experience. Tammi A. Mays. Southwest Missouri State University, Master's thesis 94

Business education: Bridging the ethics gap between marketing classroom and corporate boardroom. Gordon Patzer and Charles H. Davis. ABA Proc, 172-179 96


The personal touch of the teachers with adolescents. Floyd Ferguson. Clearinghs (75th Anniversary Issue). Vol. 69, No. 2: 73-74 Nov/Dec 95


Think tank. Ann Dykman. Voc Ed J. Vol. 70, No. 1: 24-25, 43 Ja 95


Writing to learn history on-line. Wayne M. Butler. Clearinghs, Vol. 69, No. 1: 17-20 Sep/Oct 95

Instructional Strategies


A collaborative project on information resources in the workplace. Marilyn S. Butler. Bus Com Qtly, Vol. 58, No. 3: 52-53 Sep 95


A new model for case analysis: Iterative triactic thinking. William H. Friedman. JEB, Vol. 70, No. 4: 228-232 Mr/Ap 95


A “hands-on” unit on concurrency for the MIS student. Richard G. Bern. J CIS. Vol. 35, No. 3: 56-64 Spring 95

Ability grouping versus cooperative learning in a unit of instruction in seventh grade mathematics. Canute Robinson. Lehman College. Master’s thesis 94


An experiential exercise for enlightening sales students about the screening and selection process for sales jobs. James G. Lollar and Thomas W. Leigh. JME, 35-50 Fall 95

An integrated approach to introducing research methods in required business and technical writing courses. Linda Loehr. Bus Com Qtly, Vol. 58, No. 4: 25-27 Dec 95


Classroom Management

Computer network technology: A survey of basic components, configurations and benefits of local area networks. Dennis Labonty. NBFA Yrbk, No. 33: 126-136 95

Implementing and troubleshooting a classroom LAN. Mareia James. NBFA Yrbk, No. 33: 137-147 95

Redesigning the classroom to reflect technology’s impact. Marsha Bayless. NBFA Yrbk, No. 33: 106-116 95


A survey of basic components, configurations and benefits of local area networks. Dennis Labonty. NBFA Yrbk, No. 33: 126-136 95

Implementing and troubleshooting a classroom LAN. Mareia James. NBFA Yrbk, No. 33: 137-147 95

Redesigning the classroom to reflect technology’s impact. Marsha Bayless. NBFA Yrbk, No. 33: 106-116 95


Applying multiple communication channels to business communication classes. Kim Bartel. Bus Com Qtly, Vol. 58, No. 2: 12-13 Ju 95

Assessment center: A technique for evaluating administrative skills. Thaddeus McEwen and Beryl C. McEwen. JEB, Vol. 70, No. 6: 362-364 Ji/Aug 95


Bloom's Cognitive Domain Theory: A basis for developing higher levels of critical thinking skills in reconstructing a professional selling course. Maurice G. Clabaugh Jr., Jessie L. Forbes and Jason P. Clabaugh. JME, 25-34 Fall 95


Building an awareness of unrealized capital accounts in stockholders' equity. Bill D. Cox and John E. Elsea. JEB, Vol. 70, No. 4: 243-246 Mr/Ap 95


Business statistics as a vehicle for transcending U.S. borders. Rose S. Prave and Susan Trussler. JEB, Vol. 70, No. 4: 238-242 Mr/Ap 95

Case instruction: Dealing with the “difficult” student. Ronald W. Clement. KBEA J, 11-12 Spring 95

Case writing in a developing country: A Indonesian example. Robert W. Hornaday. JEB, Vol. 70, No. 6: 365-368 Ji/Aug 95


Collaborating with the career planning and placement center in the job-search project. Cheryl L. Noll. Bus Com Qtly, Vol. 58, No. 3: 53-55 Sep 95


Desktop presentation software: What is it and how can it be used? Pat R. Graves. NBEA Yrbk, No. 33: 50-61 95

Details and student perceptions of an experiential program for personal selling and purchasing classes. Bradley S. O’Hara and Teri Root Shaffer. JME, 41-49 Spring 95


Electronic mail, bulletin board systems, conferences: Connections for the electronic teaching/learning age. Marie E. Hatley and Jennifer Hunter. NBEA Yrbk, No. 33: 73-85 95


Experiential and creative management exercises using an assessment center. Kenneth M. York. JEB, Vol. 70, No. 3: 141-145 Ja/Feb 95

Five basic motivational tools for the high school classroom. J. Howard Jackson and Iris W. Johnson. Bus Ed Forum, Vol. 50, No. 1: 31-33 Oct 95

Getting students started with e-mail. Lance Cohen. Bus Com Qtly, Vol. 58, No. 3: 38-40 Sep 95

Getting the big picture: Writing to learn in a finance class. Susan Hall and Theresa Tiggeman. Bus Com Qtly, Vol. 58, No. 1: 12-15 Mr 95

Group writing versus individual writing—is there a difference in achievement? Janet K. Winter, Joan C. Neal and Karen K. Waner. JEB, Vol. 71, No. 2: 78-81 Nov/Dec 95


Higher-order critical thinking skills used in banking. Robert C. Bacchus and H. June Schmidt. NABTE Rev, No. 22: 25-28 95

Incorporating electronic mail into the business communication course. Karen S. Nantz and Cynthia L. Drexel. Bus Com Qtly, Vol. 58, No. 3: 45-51 Sep 95

Integrating business communication skills into a buyer-behavior course project. Alan P. Wunsch and Chuck Tomkovick. *Bus Com Qtly*, Vol. 58, No. 1: 16-19 Mr '95

Integrating skills and content knowledge in the marketing curriculum. Charles W. Lamb, Jr., Shannon H. Shipp and William C. Moncrief, III. *JME*, 10-19 Sum '95


Meeting workplace needs in an introductory business writing course: A tale of a classroom corporation and a "boss" instructor. Mary Sue Garay. *Bus Com Qtly*, Vol. 58, No. 1: 35-41 Mr '95


Professional selling and relationship marketing: Moving from transactional role-playing to partnering. John F. Tanner, Jr. and Stephen B. Castleberry. *JNIE*, 51-62 Fall '95


Teaching the art of the memo: Politics and precision. H. William Rice. *Bus Com Qtly*, Vol. 58, No. 1: 31-34 Mr '95


Technology and the development of critical thinking skills. B. June Schmidt and Margaret Sitham Kirby. *NBEA Yrbk*, No. 33: 32-39 '95


Telemarketing for the business school as a sales course project. Laura M. Milner. *JME*, 73-80 Fall '95


The consistency of peer review in student writing projects. George A. Maroulides and Mark G. Simkin. *JEB*, Vol. 70, No. 4: 220-223 Mr/Ap '95

The dark side of experiential learning activities. John A. Schibrowsky and James W. Peltier. *JME*, 13-24 Spring '95

The e-mail discussion group: An opportunity for discourse analysis. Mark Mabrito. *Bus Com Qtly*, Vol. 58, No. 2: 10-11 Ju '95


The integration of cognitive learning strategies in an undergraduate computer architecture class. Peggy M. Beranek. *I CIS*, Vol. 35, No. 4: 7-11 Summer 95


Use of AEC directives and cooperative learning theory in introductory accounting classes. Doris L. Holl and Janice Goodnow Swanson. *JEB*, Vol. 70, No. 6: 348-350 Ji/Aug 95


Using negotiations to teach relational selling and group dynamics. Gerard Macintosh. *JME*, 63-72 Fall 95


An interactive microcomputer program for teaching the impacts of alternative policy sets in the market for a single commodity. Elon Li and Arthur Stoecker. *JEE*, Vol. 26, No. 4: 86-88 Nov 95


Interactive television in the classroom. Patricia Savage. *NBEA Yrbk.*, No. 33, 86-94 95

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
Ju 95

Learning to produce & integrate presentations, videos & stills. Barbara A. Ross, Sarah J. Beckman and Linda H. Meyer. THE J, Vol. 23, No. 2: 78-81 Sep 95

Maya mythology and multimedia: Using each to teach the other. James A. Fox. THE J, Vol. 23, No. 5: 64-66 Dec 95


Observations from the Boulder Valley Internet Project. Libby Black, Ken Klengenstein and Nancy Butler Songer. THE J, Vol. 22, No. 11: 54-57 Jo 95


Public access TV channels enhance community. Richard II. McCall. THE J, Vol. 23, No. 5: 67-69 Dec 95

Retrofitting academe: Adapting faculty attitudes and practices to technology. LeAnE H. Hurtherford and Sheryl J. Grima. THE J, Vol. 23, No. 2: 82-86 Sep 95


Teaching technology vs. technology as a teaching tool. Donna L. Kizzier. NBEA Yrbk, No. 33: 10-24 95

Teaching with multimedia in the community college classroom. J. Brett Miketta and Deborah Laidford. THE J, Vol. 23, No. 1: 61-64 Aug 95

The effectiveness of instructor developed computer-based coursework. Pauline K. Cushman, Ronald A. Mann and Ted J. Strickland, Jr. J CIS, Vol. 36, No. 1: 26-30 Fall 95

The management archive. John Sutton Bus Com Qtly, Vol. 58, No. 3: 40 Sep 95

The TEMPO model: Outreach program for educators. Mary P. Abouzeid and Virginia A. Scott .THE J, Vol. 23, No. 5: 61-63 Dec 95

The use of computer-assisted instruction to teach accounting to college students. Rodolfo Simons. Lehman College, Master's thesis 94

The virtual reality roving vehicle project. William Winn. THE J, Vol. 23, No. 5: 70-74 Dec 95

Use of "technology in teaching at the Berkshire School. John A. Richman. THE J, Vol. 23, No. 2: 72-75 Sep 95


Student Recruitment


New approaches to recruiting and retention in accounting programs. Alan Reinstein and Susan Garr. JEB, Vol. 70, No. 6: 332-336 Jul/Aug 95


Teacher Education

A study of the effects of major program reforms as perceived by teacher educators in the member colleges of the University Council for Vocational Education. Linda M. Rowe Sicardi. University of Arkansas—Fayetteville, Doctoral dissertation 94


Business teacher education certification requirements. Margaret Erthal and John Forman, Vol. 49, No. 4: 22-24 Apr 95

Competencies needed by computer educators. Nancy Groneman and Janet Buzzard. NAHTF, Rev, No. 22: 15-19 95


If you really want to help the teacher next door. Mary C. Clement. Clearinghs, Vol. 69, No. 1: 40-41 Sep/Oct 95
Initiatives both industry and academia have implemented to prepare the older second career professional to make a mid-life career transition into teaching. Lacey Lytle, Jr., Lehman College, Master’s thesis 94

Mac-based multimedia classroom for special education, pre-service and inservice teachers. Frank W. Luth Jr., Raymond Ramquist and David P. Zimmerman. THE J, Vol. 23, No. 4: 68-72 Nov 95

Making the most of student-teaching observations. James Calvert Scott. Bus Ed Forum, Vol. 49, No. 4: 9-10 Ap 95


The impact of technology on undergraduate business education preparation programs: A model. Roger Rankin. NDEA Yrbk, No. 33: 25-31 95


The TEMPO model: Outreach program for educators. Mary P. Abouzeid and Virginia A. Scott. THE J, Vol. 23, No. 5: 61-63 Dec 95

Teacher Performance


Eliciting teaching evaluation information interactively. James J. Divoky. JEB, Vol. 70, No. 6: 317-320 J1/Aug 95

National board for professional teaching standards: Changing teaching through teachers. Chuck Cassio. Clearinghs, Vol. 68, No. 4: 211-213 Mr/Ap 95


Student evaluations of teachers: Variables and value. Melanie Herbert. Bus Ed Forum, Vol. 49, No. 3: 15-17 Feb 95


TESTING AND EVALUATION

A comparison of the learning styles of high school and college/university students. Doris B. Matthews and John V. Hamby. Clearinghs, Vol. 68, No. 4: 257-261 Mr/Ap 95


Assessment culture and national testing. Audrey M. Kleinsasser. Clearinghs, Vol. 68, No. 4: 205-210 Mr/Ap 95

Assessment in science: Return to the good old days? Elizabeth K. Stage. Clearinghs, Vol. 68, No. 4: 215-218 Mr/Ap 95

Beyond testing. Stanley N. Rabinowitz. Voc Ed J, Vol. 70, No. 3: 27-29. 52 Mr 95


Collaborative portfolio assessment in the English secondary school system. David Russell. Clearinghs, Vol. 68, No. 4: 244-247 Mr/Ap 95

Early morning challenge: The potential effects of chronobiology on taking the scholastic aptitude test. John Roger Callan Clearinghs, Vol. 68, No. 3: 174-176 Ja/Feb 95

Examination of current grading policies and practices used by teachers. William Fager. Lehman College, Master’s thesis 94

Business Education Index


First things first: Clarifying intention. Pat Hinchey. Clearinghs, Vol. 68, No. 4: 253-256 Mr/Ap 95


National assessment and the social studies. C. Frederick Ringer and Jesus Garcia. Clearinghs, Vol. 68, No. 4: 225-228 Mr/Ap 95

Peer grading of essays in a principles of microeconomics course. Peter M. Kerr, Kang H. Park and Bruce R. Domazlicky. JEB, Vol. 70, No. 6: 357-361 Jul/Aug 95

Portfolio use in business. Monica Woods. Northwest Missouri State University, Master's thesis 94


Revisioning reading assessment: Remembering to learn from the legacy of reading tests. Sharon Murphy. Clearinghs, Vol. 68, No. 4: 235-239 Mr/Ap 95

Routines and the first few weeks of class. Ken Appleton. Clearinghs, Vol. 68, No. 5: 293-296 My/Ju 95


The national testing movement, redux. Michael H. Krueger. Clearinghs, Vol. 68, No. 4: 201-204 Mr/Ap 95


The test makers. Voc Ed J, Vol. 70, No. 3: 30-31, 33 Mr 95

Use of VSC/TNS as an instructional management tool. Charlene W. Sox and Sterling H. Hart. Hus Ed Dig, Vol. 5: 19-23 95

TRAINING AND DEVELOPMENT

A classification and description of human resource development scholars. James J Winbushons, Jr HRD Qtly, Vol. 6, No. 1: 5-34 Spring 95

An investigation of the business alignm ent training provided to information systems professionals by their employers. Robert Bergner. Northern Illinois University, Doctoral dissertation 94

Attributes and behaviors of performance-centered systems. Gloria Gery. PIQ, Vol. 8, No. 1: 47-93 95

Book review: A manager's guide to globalization: Six keys to success in a changing world by Stephen H. Rhinesmith. Scott David Sliply. HRD Qtly, Vol. 6, No. 3: 323-327 Fall 95

Book review: Ethnography and qualitative design in educational research by Margaret D. LeCompte and Judith Preissle. Vicki S. Kaman. HRD Qtly, Vol. 6, No. 1: 109-114 Spring 95

Book review: Evaluating training programs: The four levels by Donald L. Kirkpatrick. John W. Newstrom. HRD Qtly, Vol. 6, No. 3: 317-320 Fall 95


Book review: The end of bureaucracy and the rise of the intelligent organization by Gifford and Elizabeth Pinchot. Jeffrey D. Ford. HRD Qtly, Vol. 6, No. 4: 429-432 Winter 95


College graduates' experiences and attitudes during organizational entry. Elwood F. Holton, III. HRD Qtly, Vol. 6, No. 1: 59-78 Spring 95

Context-sensitive instructional design models: A response to design research, studies, and criticisms. Martin Tessmer and John Wedman. PiQ, Vol. 8, No. 3: 38-54 95

Context-sensitive instructional design models: A response to design research, studies, and criticisms. Martin Tessmer and John Wedman. PiQ, Vol. 8, No. 3: 38-54 95

Designer thinking: How novices and experts think about instructional design. Ray S. Perez and Cathy D. Enedy. PiQ, Vol. 8, No. 3: 80-95 95


Dropouts' perceptions of deterrents to course completion in an on-site GED program. Barry Vann. IIRD Qtly, Vol. 6, No. 4: 375-382 Winter 95


Economic return on Limning investment at the organization level. Nyan-Myau Lyau and David Neel. PiQ, Vol. 8, No. 3: 68-79 95


Examining the practice of human performance technology. Peter J. Dean. PiQ, Vol. 8, No. 2: 68-94 95

Feedback about feedback. Fred W. Nickols. HRD Qtly, Vol. 6, No. 3: 289-296 Fall 95

Feedback seeking behavior: A review of the literature and implications for HRD practitioners. Svetlana Madzar. HRD Qtly, Vol. 6, No. 4: 337-349 Winter 95

Florida school district teams technology with training. Valerie G. Spriggs and Harriett C. Bohannon. THE J, Vol. 22, No. 10: 70-74 My 95

Gender-specific nonverbal communication: Impact for speaker effectiveness. Lori Spanyer. HRD Qtly, Vol. 6, No. 4: 409-419 Winter 95


HPT in academic curricula: Survey results. Karen Medcker, Patty Hunter, Don Stepich, Gordon Rowland and Kanchan Hasnct. PiQ, Vol. 8, No. 4: 6-21 95

HRD and decision-making styles. William C. Coscarelli, John Burk and Ann Cotter. HRD Qtly, Vol. 6, No. 4: 383-395 Winter 95


Invited reaction: Comments on strategic national initiatives: Lessons from the management training program of Japan. Shunichiro Umetani. HRD Qtly, Vol. 6, No. 2: 155-156 Summer 95

Invited reaction: Comments on Madzar's article. Elizabeth Wolfe Morrison. HRD Qtly, Vol. 6, No. 4: 351-353 Winter 95

Invited reaction: Measuring mental models--thoughts on a research agenda. Scott D. Johnson. HRD Qtly, Vol. 6, No. 3: 257-262 Fall 95


Managerial behaviors and work group climate as predictors of employee outcomes. Allan H. Church. HRD Qtly, Vol. 6, No. 2: 173-205 Summer 95

Measuring mental models: Choosing the right tools for the job. Anna L. Rowe and Nancy J. Cooke. HRD Qtly, Vol. 6, No. 3: 243-255 Fall 95


One man's time warp is another (wo)man's treasure: The importance of individual and situational differences in shiftwork tolerance and satisfaction. Robert A. Snyder. HRD Qtly, Vol. 6, No. 4: 397-407 Winter 95

Outcome comparisons of formal outplacement services and informal support. Jeanette A. Davy, Joe S. Anderson and Nicholas DiMarco. HRD Qtly, Vol. 6, No. 3: 275-288 Fall 95

Partnerships for training transfer: Lessons from a corporate study. Robert O. Brinkerhoff and Max U. Montesino. HRD Qtly, Vol. 6, No. 3: 263-274 Fall 95


Performance support source readings. Gloria Gery. PiQ, Vol. 8, No. 1: 100-110 95

Performance technologist preparation: The role of leadership theory. Alison A. Carr. PiQ, Vol. 8, No. 4: 59-74 95


Performance technology skills in business: Implications for preparation. Joe Harless. PiQ, Vol. 8, No. 4: 75-88 95
Preparing performance technologists: The role of a university. Walter Dick and Walter Wager. PIQ, Vol. 8, No. 4: 34-42 95

Problem vs. subject: Pupils learn more in problem-centered units, according to 16-unit, 1,415-pupil experiment. Stanford S. Kight and John M. Mickelson. Clearinghs (75th Anniversary Issue), Vol. 69, No. 2: 110-113 Nov/Dec 95

Promoting HPT innovations: A return to our natural science. Carl Binder. PIQ, Vol. 8, No. 2: 95-113 95


Re-engineering your office environment: Matching careers and personality via the Myers-Briggs type indicator. Bill McPherson. OSR J. Vol. 13, No. 2: 29-34 Fall 95


Skill sets for the human performance technologist. Harold D. Stolovitch, Erica J. Keeps and Daniel Rodrigue. PIQ, Vol. 8, No. 2: 40-67 95

Software review: The personal profile software system by Carlson Learning Company. Anita C. James and Edward Batum. HRD Qtly, Vol. 6, No. 1: 114-118 Spring 95


Status of HRD certificate program development. Cynthia H. Gaudet and Joe W. Kottk. HRD Qtly, Vol. 6, No. 1: 91-99 Spring 95

Strategic national HRD initiatives: Lessons from the management training program of Japan. Alan G. Robinson and Sam Stern. HRD Qtly, Vol. 6, No. 2: 123-147 Summer 95

Strategic planning from training to performance technology within three years. Karolyn A. Smalley, Sharon Inman and Mary Jo DeLange. PIQ, Vol. 8, No. 2: 114-124 95

Technical training methods. Budget N. O'Connor. NBEA Yrbk. No. 33: 30-49 95

The academic preparation of training professionals Cynthia Gaudet. NAIIIE Rev. No. 22: 10-14 95

The education of instructional designers. Reflections on the tripp paper James Quimm. PIQ, Vol. 8, No. 3: 111-117 95

The empirical basis of designing instruction Jules M. Pieters and Renate Bergman. PIQ, Vol. 8, No. 3: 118-129 95

The harvest of PT: ISPI'S past presidents' recommendations for the preparation of performance technologists. Anthony Marker. PIQ, Vol. 8, No. 4: 22-33 95


The present and future of ID practice. Laura R. Winer and Jesus Vasquez-Abad. PIQ, Vol. 8, No. 3: 55-67 95

The right track to training. Sharon K. Richardson. Off Sys, Vol. 12, No. 10: 24, 26 Oct 95

The role of human resource development in successful small to mid-sized manufacturing businesses: A comparative case study. Robert W. Rowden. HRD Qtly, Vol. 6, No. 4: 355-373 Winter 95

They really wanna, but . . . the aftermath of professional preparation in performance technology. Allison Rossett and Carl Czech. PIQ, Vol. 8, No. 4: 115-132 95

Things that help us perform: Commentary on ideas from Donald A. Norman. Gary J. Dickelman. PIQ, Vol. 8, No. 1: 23-30 95
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